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IC2 Institute Fellows: SAVE THE DATE
2015 FELLOWS MEETING APRIL 23 - 25
Additional details TBA
Society for Economic Measurement Inaugural Conference, Chicago, IL
Charles M. Harper Center, University of Chicago’s Booth School of Business
Phase 1: Converting Technology to Wealth, Online
The second cohort of IC2 Institute’s unique technology transfer training program begins
with online education and mentoring. Individuals begin on their own schedule no later
than September 15.
Int’l Conference on Technology Policy & Innovation, Brno, Czech Republic
The 14th ICTPI theme is Building Sustainable R&D Centers in Emerging Technology Regions,
http://ictpi.ctt.muni.cz/. The IC² Institute has been the lead organizer of ICTPI since 1997.
Phase 2: Converting Technology to Wealth, Austin, TX
The second cohort of IC2 Institute’s unique technology transfer training program will meet
in Austin for intensive hands-on training.

SPRING/SUMMER 2014
www.ic2.utexas.edu
2815 San Gabriel St.
Austin, Texas  78705
512.475.8900
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Innovation, Creativity & Capital

at

—Par Johansson
LUT Sweden
CTW Course Participant

Based on more than 37 years of technology commercialization research
and experience around the globe...
This new course from the Global Commercialization Group begins with online training and mentoring in September, and incorporates an intensive
group on-site training experience in Austin (October 21-30), followed by individualized mentoring (November). It provides technology transfer
specialists, incubator managers, scientists, and researchers with practical skills and methodologies to commercialize R&D within their regional
environment.
The highly interactive program combines training from experts with practical exercises and individualized coaching. Professionals in technology
assessment, technology commercialization, licensing, international business development, and management of technology transfer processes
present the latest tested and proven methodologies in converting technology to wealth. Working with real technologies from their home
institutions, participants engage in market research, market validation, and targeted presentations.
Register by August 31, 2014. Registration: $6,900 per person. Early Bird registration: $5,900 per person. To receive early-bird discount, payment
must be received at UT Austin by August 31, with the application and registration process started earlier. Phase 1 begins with individual online
education after payment is received, but not later than September 15. Registration includes hotel and most meals for Phase 2 training in Austin.
Contact Debra Dzwonczyk: debra@ic2.utexas.edu.

Enroll today and begin Phase 1 online training.
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to continuously
delivering on
ATI’s vision.”  
– Isaac Barchas
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“The things you
are doing in
Austin could be
implemented in
so many places in
Europe.”

A unique new program, Converting Technology to Wealth, is now available for enrollment by
individuals from around the world who have an interest in technology transfer.

“We are dedicated

ATI Celebrates 25 Years
Converting Technology to Wealth: Enroll today
GCG News in Korea, Kazakhstan
New Federal Projects
Survey of Texas Black-Owned Businesses                                            
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The UPDATE showcases only a
few highlights of our activities.
For more information about
the programs, activities, and
history of the IC² Institute, see
our web site, www.ic2.utexas.edu.
The UPDATE is the newsletter of the IC²
Institute, an interdisciplinary research
unit at The University of Texas at Austin,
which works to increase quality of
human life through new technology
applications, entrepreneurial growth,
and regional economic acceleration. The
Austin Technology Incubator, the Bureau
of Business Research, and the Global
Commercialization Group are programs
of the IC² Institute.
IC² Institute Director:
Robert A. Peterson
rap@austin.utexas.edu
Update Coeditors:
Coral Franke
coral@ic2.utexas.edu
Margaret Cotrofeld
margaret@ic2.utexas.edu
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Converting Technology to Wealth
Eric Azulay: Full-time in Kazakhstan
3DS: What Starts Here Changes the World
BIZ.pt: Evaluating Opportunity & Market Fit

In April a delegation of 14 Brazilian academicians, researchers, entrepreneurs, and business and organizational leaders visited the IC² Institute with
the goal of building innovation ecosystems for technology commercialization throughout Brazil. They presented Project Director Marco Bravo
with the Brazilian flag. Photo by M. Cotrofeld.

IC² Institute: Attaining a National Presence in Korea
The IC² Institute at Work in Colombia

Federal Projects
BBR Report: Survey of Texas Black-Owned Businesses

MCCT New Venture Championship
Visiting Scholars: Collaborative Research
Architecture Meets Fashion Design with 3D Printing
Sabbatical Brings New Perspective
Int’l Groups Continue to Seek Out the IC² Institute Model

While in Austin for SXSW Interactive, a delegation from Oslo, Norway,
visited the IC² Institute to expand their network. Photo by C. Franke.

Nancy Cromar, Pro Vice-Chancellor for Flinders University in Adelaide,
Australia; with Deputy Director Greg Pogue. Photo by J. Momberger.
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International Groups Continue to Seek Out the
IC² Institute Model
Visiting Delegations since October 2013 include:
Alamo Colleges, San Antonio
Argentine Consultate, Buenos Aires
Berlin Delegation
Brazilian Delegation
Casa Brazil/Apex Brasil
Colombian Delegation, Bogotá
Consulate General of Canada
Defence Research & Dev’t Organisation (DRDO) Delhi, India
Ecuadorian Delegation
Enterprise Ireland
Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia
French Consulate, Houston, Scientific Attaché
French Embassy
Hackney House, London
Honda™, Japan
Italian Chamber of Commerce
Japanese Delegation
Japan Industrial Location Center, Tokyo
KATECH, South Korea
Kazakh Delegation, Astana
KAIST, South Korea
Korean Delegation, Daejon

Korean Delegation, Jeonbuk
Kyung Hee University, Seoul
Málaga Delegation, Spain
Ministry of Economy, Slovakia
NATO Parliamentary Assembly Subcommitee on Transatlantic
Economic Relationship with Austin
Norwegian Delegation, Oslo
Osaka University, Japan
Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT)
Shibaura Institute of Technology, Japan
Shreveport-Bossier Economic Development Tour
Slovak Business Agency
StemDev Leadership Team, Medellin, Colombia
Swedish Delegation
US Army South Command
Unicamp Brasil
Universidad de Concepción, Chile
University of Porto
US Department of State, Ankara, Turkey
US Department of State, Global Entrepreneurship Program
US Embassy Lisbon
UT Brownsville
UT Pan American

Leadership of the Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT), collaborative partner in the UTEN and CoLab programs at The
University of Texas at Austin, visited Austin in June. From left to right are Emir Sirage, Robert A. Peterson, Miguel Seabra, Juan Sanchez, Pedro
Carneiro, Marco Bravo, and Fernando Santana. Photo by C. Franke.

Austin Technology Incubator Director Isaac Barchas addresses the 25-Year Anniversary and Graduation celebration. Photo by B. Hurdle.

Celebrates 25 Years
Graduates 25 Companies
Class of 2014 Has Already Raised Over $60 Million
To celebrate 25 years of success, the Austin Technology Incubator hosted
a graduation event for 25 companies on January 29. Founded in 1989
by George Kozmetsky, ATI was first led by Laura Kilcrease. Since then, ATI
has graduated some 150 companies that have had a long track record of
success. More than 40 of the Incubator’s alumni have exited through an
M&A or IPO and an additional 55 companies continue to operate today.
In the past 10 years alone, ATI alumni have created over 6,500 jobs and
have had a nearly $1 billion impact on the Central Texas economy. ATI’s
most recent graduating class, the Class of 2014, has already raised over
$60 million in outside capital and is poised to continue to advance the
vision of Georgy Kozmetsky and Laura Kilcrease.

startups compete in capital markets. The Incubator has operated since
1989 with a dual mission: to create jobs and wealth in Central Texas
through technology entrepreneurship, and provide distinctive teaching
and research opportunities for the UT Austin community.
Director since 2006, Isaac Barchas hosted the January event. “We are
proud to bring together the ATI community to recognize 25 great
companies graduating, as well as take a moment to celebrate 25 years
of the Incubator. I am so honored to be involved with this organization,
and the companies that spend time with us, as well as the network of
advisors, investors, business partners, and UT student associates who
give tirelessly to the Incubator and its portfolio companies. We are
dedicated to continuously delivering on ATI’s vision.”

In addition to speaking in the ceremony, Vice President for Research
Juan Sanchez was featured in the ATI anniversary video. “The Austin
Technology Incubator has been a key element in the development
of entrepreneurship at The University of Texas at Austin. I would also
say that it was one of the greatest legacies that Dr. Kozmetsky left
ATI works with seed- and pre-seed-stage companies to help prepare us. It has been operating for 25 years now, based on something that
them for commercial success, with a particular focus on helping Dr. Kozmetsky believed in strongly: an effective model for economic
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Visiting Scholars:  Summer 2014
development based on a three-way
partnership among local government,
business, and academia. I think that ATI has
shown that the model works. I am personally
extremely proud of what we have done.”
Laura J. Kilcrease
Civic Entrepreneurship Award

Provost Gregory Fenves (above) and Vice President for Research Juan Sanchez (below)
addressed the ATI celebration. Photos by B. Hurdle.

The Laura J. Kilcrease Civic Entrepreneurship
Award was presented to Manoj Saxena—a
veteran entrepreneur who founded, scaled,
and sold two successful venture-backed
software companies: Exterprise, acquired by
Commerce One in 2001, and Webify, acquired
by IBM in 2006. Both were ATI portfolio
companies. Since joining IBM as the General
Manager, Watson Solutions, IBM Software
Group, Saxena has remained a valuable part
of the ATI network as a mentor and advisor,
continuing to devote his time and energy to
helping the next generation of Austin-based
technology companies.
John S. Butler
Distinguished Alumni Award
Presented this year for the first time, the
John S. Butler Distinguished Alumni Award
recognizes former UT student associates of
ATI who have gone on to have an exemplary
impact through entrepreneurship, academia,
and community service. Michael E. Webber
was named as the award’s first recipient.
Webber, a Longhorn from the start, graduated
from UT with a double major in Aerospace
Engineering and Plan II Liberal Arts, and
served as drum major of the Longhorn
marching band. He earned his MS and PhD in
Mechanical Engineering from Stanford, where
he was also a National Science Foundation
Fellow from 1995 to 1998. He returned to UT
in 2006, and now serves as Deputy Director
of the Energy Institute and Associate Director
of the Center for International Energy and
Environmental Policy in the Jackson School of
Geosciences.

Francisca Arosa, Lecturer in the School of Architecture at The University of Texas at Austin, is a PhD candidate
in Architecture Association School of Architecture in London. She is a registered architect in Portugal, a
graduate of ESAP (Porto). Aroso has spent her time at the Institute working on her dissertation, “Fabricationbased design of responsive transitional spaces.”

Oğuz Demir, Professor in economics at Istanbul Commerce University, is interested in the power of creativity
and technology to drive regional economic development. In particular, Professor Demir will build an
entrepreneurial competitiveness composite indicator that accounts for educational systems, labor market
infrastructure, and technology orientation in developed and developing countries.

Silvia Gaia, Fulbright Scholar and Head of the Education Department at Universidade Tecnológica Federal do
Paraná, is at the epicenter of Brazil’s efforts to reshape the role of higher education through Brazil’s national
innovation strategy. Brazil’s Technological Innovation Centers, based at public universities, need to accelerate
technology transfer to the private sector. Her research will survey existing tech transfer models in comparative
contexts and identify optimal approaches for use in Brazil, one of the fastest growing economies in the world.

Joo Young Song was a Lecturer in the Department of Media, Information, and Society at Poi CHai University,
Korea, before coming to the Institute. Her research centers around visual image framing in news reporting.
She is anticipating scholarly collaboration with UT faculty in other departments across the University during
her stay in Austin, including work with faculty in the Moody College of Communication.

David Resende, Associate Professor in the School of Technology and Management at the University of Aveiro
in Portugal, is spending the entire academic year at the Institute working on various projects related to the
role and functions of technology transfer offices in an open innovation paradigm. In particular, he is interested
in practical public policies that facilitate regional technology transfer.

Xiaowen Yu, PhD candidate in the Guanghua School of Management at Peking University, is focusing her
dissertation on climate change and rapid economic growth in China using efficiency analysis and “green”
productivity accounting. She is particularly interested in low-carbon efficiency and embodied CO2 levels
in international trade, and is working with the Institute Fellow Pat Brockett (McCombs) exploring Data
Envelopment Analysis (DEA) as a research tool.

– L. Beck
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Professor João de Melo describes the
TroiaResort project. When he initiated
the project, this portion of Portugal’s
Atlantic coastline was financially
failing as a 70,000-bed mass tourism
model from the 1970s. The TroiaResort
project transformed it into a robust,
financially stable 15,000-bed resort
area with year round activities based
on exploring the natural environment,
and local culture. Top photo courtesy of
PortugalTravelAdvisor.com. Photo below
by M. Cotrofeld.

Bureau of Business Research Conducts Impact Assessment Report

ATI Companies Generate Thousands of Jobs and
Millions in Economic Impact
The Austin Technology Incubator (ATI) and the companies it has nurtured
over the past decade have generated 6,520 jobs and produced $880 million
in economic benefit for Texas, according to a new study of the business
incubator’s success completed by the Bureau of Business Research. “ATI
companies have generated significant economic benefits for the state of
Texas, and specifically for Travis County and the City of Austin,” concludes
the report, which was published by the Bureau of Business Research and
drawn from an analysis by researchers at the University of Colorado at
Boulder.

• Generated $880 million in total economic benefits for the state
• Created more than 6,500 jobs directly and indirectly
• Produced more than $20 million in local tax revenue.
The report also offers seven case studies of companies that graduated
from ATI before 2003 and highlights their successes and economic
contributions.
Multiple companies from that era went on to receive significant venture
capital funding, become publicly traded, or be acquired by other firms.
Many of the companies’   founders went on to establish other startups or
take on leadership positions in major corporations, and then return to ATI
to mentor other startups.

“In addition to educating great students and conducting top-tier
research, UT Austin has fueled the high-tech industry by nurturing startup
companies. ATI has been at the heart of that,” said university President Bill
Powers. “Director Isaac Barchas and his team at ATI have been integral
to tapping into Austin’s entrepreneurial spirit and making our city a “By any economic metric, ATI’s effect on the Austin technology ecosystem
technology capital.”
has been profound,” said Jim Jarrett, the Bureau of Business Research’s lead
researcher
on the report. “But perhaps most important, as the report’s case
The report looks at the impact of the 39 startups that graduated from ATI
studies
show,
ATI has nurtured deep changes in the economic culture of
between 2002 and 2013, including 30 companies that provided financial
the
region
that
will last far into the future.”
information to the authors and nine whose contributions were estimated

Sabbatical
Brings New
Perspectives

by BBR researchers. The report found that these firms:

—B. Kellison

ATI staff members “making it happen”: Rachel Jordan, Danielle Fontaine, Robyn Murphy, Bertha Castro, and Shannon Lundquist. Photo by B. Hurdle.

In April, Professor João de Melo was interviewed as he prepared
to depart Austin after a two-month stay as a visiting scholar at The
University of Texas at Austin, working with Brian Korgel in the Emerging
Technologies vertical of the CoLab Program.

energy is the best tool to simultaneously secure the supply of
energy and reduce the GEE emissions” and estimates potential
savings in the order of 23%, with the added benefit of an important
market that could create new jobs and increase competitiveness.1

De Melo holds a PhD in Environmental Engineering from Universidade
Nova de Lisboa in Portugal and currently teaches there. His areas of
interest and applied research are in ecodesign, energy policy, impact
assessment, energy efficiency, and sustainability and development
policy. He is the author of 200 papers in peer-reviewed journals, coauthor of several national and international conference proceedings
published as books, the author of What is Ecology (1993), and the
founder of GEOTA, a Portuguese national environmental NGO.

Further, de Melo gives an assignment to everyone he meets: do an
energy audit in their own home to expose people to the principle that
we can all cut energy consumption by 5-10%. By purchasing a cheap
current cutter (a multiple outlet extension cord with an off button) one
can easily turn off the electricity consumed by the TV, stereo, personal
computer, printer, cell phone charger, and all the other devices that
passively consume electricity in the home while not in use.

De Melo met most of his goals and expectations for his sabbatical at
UT. One of his best experiences was an unexpected opportunity to
participate in a spring break service project with the US Forestry Service
at the Grand Canyon. He likes the Mark Twain quote posted on the wall
at UT’s Rec Sports Center: Don’t let school interfere with your education,
and he always likes to take advantage of opportunities to work with
students in the field. While at UT, de Melo said he learned many things.
The central message de Melo likes to convey is that saving energy is the “Not new things, but new ways of looking at things.”
cheapest way forward.
— C. Franke
The European Commission (EC, 2007) estimates that one fifth of
1
energy consumption in the European Union is due to inefficiency.
MSKE 2011 – Int. Conf. Managing Services in the Knowledge Economy,
The Green Paper on energy efficiency (EC, 2005) states that “saving
Famalicão, Portugal, 13-15 July 2011.

De Melo decided to do his sabbatical in Austin because he wanted
to experience what was being done outside of Europe with energy
conservation, and there was a cooperative agreement between the two
universities already in place. Also, many of his friends had mentioned
that Austin was an interesting place to explore.

Don’t let school interfere with your education (Mark Twain)
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Figure 1. Framework for Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) of Technology Transfer Office Activities
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Congratulations to
Our 2014 Graduates

Source:  Resende, Yu, Gaia, Gibson

Architecture Meets Fashion Design with 3D Printing
Francisca Aroso is a Lecturer in the School of Architecture at The
University of Texas at Austin, and a Visiting Scholar at the IC² Institute.
Aroso is a PhD candidate in Architecture Association School of
Architecture in London, within EmTech (Emergent Technologies and
Design), and is expected to graduate in 2014. A registered architect in
Portugal and a graduate of ESAP (Porto), she holds a masters degree
in Advanced Architecture from IaaC+UPC (Barcelona). She has worked
for architecture firms in Portugal and Spain. From September 2008 to
July 2009 she was a teaching assistant for Digital Fabrication Classes,
Parametric Design Seminar, Digital Tectonics Studio. In addition she
worked on the FabLab BCN at IaaC, and was part of the curatorial team
for the Full Print3d Exhibition at the DHUB Barcelona. She is interested
in exploring the conceptual and material opportunities that emerge
from the use of digital design and fabrication technologies for the
production of architecture.
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Each year the Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce (GACC) picks the best and brightest local startups for
its Austin A-List. This year, one third of the companies on the A-List have ATI DNA. ATI alumni companies
Set.fm and Datical made this year’s list, as well as former ATI director Bart Bohn’s company Embrace. Spot-On
Sciences, another A-lister, has been working with Lydia McClure as one of our UT Development Program startups.
Read up on all of the winners: http://www.siliconhillsnews.com/2014/05/08/austin-chamber-names-12-startups-to-its-

austin-a-list-for-2014/.

—R. Field
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since the cost to produce multiple different objects is the same as
producing the same object multiple times, thereby allowing users
to become an integral part of the creative process according to their
specific wants and needs. This is a revolution in which change requires
adaptation.
In May 2014, Aroso gave a presentation, “BioFab: Fabricating Nature”
at the International Conference of Innovative Cities in Curitiba, Brazil.
http://www.noticiasmagazine.pt/2014/moda-esquecam-o-tear-chegou-aimpressora/.

— C. Franke
Francisca Aroso has spent her time at the Institute working on her
dissertation, “Fabrication-based design of responsive transitional
spaces.” Photo from Notícias by P. Correia.

Aroso was recently featured in Notícias magazine, in an article by Barbara
Cross, about how the 3D printing revolution now extends into the
design and manufacturing process. Commonly known as 3D printing,
additive manufacturing has triggered a revolution in manufacturing
processes. The additive processes differ from other techniques mostly
due to the freedom of performing complex geometries that in many
cases would not be possible to attain through other processes. The use
of three-dimensional printing was first used for digital prototyping but
is currently referred to as an enabler technology for mass customization

»

IC² Historical Note: 3D printing was originated by an early ATI company. Desk Top Manufacturing Corporation (DTM Corp). It emerged
from the research of a graduate student in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at The University of Texas at Austin, to become
the second ATI member company. For more information, see the Texas Business Review archives, October 1992, “The Commercialization
of New Technologies: The Case of the DTM Corp,” by D. Gibson and P. McClure. Search for the title at www.thefreelibrary.com.
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Dave Resende presents his research to (clockwise) Greg Pogue, Silvia Gaia, Robert Peterson, Elsie Echeverri-Carroll, Bruce Kellison, James Jarrett,
and David Gibson. Photo by M. Cotrofeld.

Visiting Scholars: Collaborative Research on University-Based Technology Transfer
International Visiting Scholars come from abroad to experience the IC²
Institute’s unique “think and do” research culture. For one month to two
years, these scholars observe Austin’s regional atmosphere while they
work with Institute staff members and meet other IC² Institute Visiting
Scholars with similar research interests.
To provide an enhanced platform for thought exchange, Visiting
Scholars present their ongoing research in weekly seminars for
discussion with Institute staff researchers. These meetings have
resulted in a rich collaboration among three current scholars whose
work focuses on university-based technology transfer.  
David Resende, Associate Professor at the University of Aveiro (Portugal)
has coordinated a collaborative effort to develop the manuscript titled,
“Framework for a Multidimensional Three-stage Data Envelopment
Analysis (DEA) of Technology Transfer Offices (TTOs).”   Coauthors
include visiting scholars Xiawen Yu (China) and Silvia Gaia (Brazil), and
IC2 Institute Associate Director David Gibson.

for a quantitative assessment of university TTOs in the United States;
and to analyze TTO data in Portugal and Brazil.
Silvia Gaia, Head of the Education Department at Universidade
Tecnológica Federal do Paraná, Brazil is using an “Octagon” survey and
analysis to compile a qualitative profile of TTO innovation effectiveness
in Brazil. Resende, Yu, and Gaia hope to eventually bring their research
in parallel to provide a comprehensive review of TTOs that draws on
data from the United States, Portugal, Brazil, and China. Gaia explains,
“Evaluating technology transfer offices´ performance can be a
difficult task, and evaluating them in different contexts is particularly
intriguing. We are deepening our understanding of the whole process
of technology transfer, combining the experience of IC² Institute
personnel with our research, to propose both a quantitative (DEA) and
qualitative (Octagon) approach. “

Associate Director Sid Burback (right) congratulates Lee Kwang Heon on completing the CTW course. Photo by D. Dzwonczyk.

Part 1: Completing the GCG online course,   “Innovation Readiness,”
comprised of ten educational modules in IP protection, market
validation, assessing the competition, and pitching an innovation. GCG
mentors provide feedback on assignments.
Part 2: Traveling to Austin to interact with mentors and peers in eight
days of intensive hands-on training.
Part 3: Receiving ongoing GCG mentor support as participants
implement technology commercialization techniques in their home
work environments.

IC² Historical Note: Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) was developed by IC² Institute Fellow W. W. Cooper with his University of
Texas colleague Abe Charnes. Their work was nominated for a Nobel Prize. Another IC² Institute Fellow, Sten Thore, worked closely
with these scholars and has coauthored a book currently in press, Diagnostics for a Globalized World, with Ruzanna Tarverdyan; the
manuscript applies DEA to rank the effectiveness of nations to implement policy in terms of decent work, globalization, and more.
The book also provides a biographical section of Cooper and Charnes in the early years of the IC² Institute, as well as Nobel prize
winners Jan Tinbergen and Ilya Prigogine.

A NEW ANNUAL PROGRAM FOR ASPIRING TECHNOLOGY Practicality is the essence of the program. Participants bring a
TRANSFER PROFESSIONALS FROM AROUND THE WORLD technology project from their home institution to the program, so that
their learning efforts are applied directly toward commercializing that
GCG Program Concludes Amid Praise
technology—as mentors guide them toward meaningful international
deals. In his mentor role, GCG Program Manager Jim Vance emphasizes
Last fall, the Institute’s Global Commercialization Group presented a that technology descriptions and pitches need to be compelling,
new educational model for technology commercialization to fourteen concise, and clear. “If you don’t get it right the first time you approach a
professionals from Chile, the Czech Republic, South Korea, Sweden, and potential partner, customer, or licensee, you aren’t likely to get another
the United States. Jan Alán with Masaryk University gave high praise, shot. Even experienced professionals can benefit from coaching.”
saying, “The program is complex and well built. Unlike other courses,
which cover just pieces of the problems of tech transfer, this joined Mentor support is key across all three program parts and provides strong
continuity for participants as they fine-tune technology descriptions,
issues together and established a practical approach.”
validate strategies and markets, create compelling presentations, and
Assistant Director Debra Dzwonczyk designed the Converting receive critical feedback from an expert review board. They undergo
Technology to Wealth (CTW) Program based on more than 37 training in commercialization strategies, processes, and models—and
years of IC² Institute research, as well as nearly a decade of Global learn by doing as they conduct primary and secondary source research
Commercialization Group (GCG) experience in training technology for market validation, intellectual property searches and protection,
commercialization experts in 20 countries. Director Robert Peterson negotiations for tech transfer, technology valuation, licensing, venture
notes, “As the IC² Institute becomes increasingly global, it takes on the finance, and technology transfer office resources and operations.
role of an international innovation hub to bring together companies and
institutions from around the world. These international collaborators GCG mentors are experienced business development managers who
and visitors are sources for new insight and learning for our researchers.” have helped commercialize technologies in multiple countries. Mentor
sessions are critical and frequent. Small classes break into even smaller
CTW provides a three-part training program:
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Resende says, “The Institute is a catalyst that has enabled rich discussion
that has facilitated the creation of our model in a much more effective
way.”  The paper presents a framework of 21 indicators to measure TTO
efficiency at three stages of TTO operational processes—the disclosure
phase, the value-add phase, and the license phase. (See Figure 1 on
following page.)

»

Resende and the IC² Institute research team plan to follow this
framework to implement a Data Envelopment Analysis of AUTM data

Data Envelopment Analysis provides a strong mathematical component
to the research, as contributed by Xiawen (Wenny) Yu. During her
Visiting Scholar stay, she has worked extensively with IC² Institute
Fellow Pat Brockett. “He is a DEA expert and I have learned a lot. We
often discuss a mathematical model, or a new application of DEA. His
ideas expand my scope, and his comments improve my research.”
Associate Director David Gibson says, “The Institute’s ‘think and do’  
culture (research to application) has been critical to the theoretical
and ‘real world’ engagement of our programs and activities since the
founding of the Institute.”
— M. Cotrofeld

groups to address participants’ various needs. Each mentor works
with three or four participants in both individual and group settings.
Assistant Director Glenn Robinson observes, “Mentoring sessions give
us the chance to dialogue, and sometimes to challenge their way of
thinking. It‘s great to see the virtual light bulb go on when a concept
hits home. By presentation night, I was immensely proud of my team’s
performance.”
One goal of the Austin Part 2 component is to facilitate sharing and
learning among international participants, and a weekend occurs
mid-program to allow them to become more acquainted, work on
team projects, and experience the regional atmosphere of Central
Texas. Osvaldo Quiroz, international business development manager
for a university incubation program in Santiago, Chile, expressed
appreciation for the chance “to share with different cultures and work
on teams with people from different countries.” Osvaldo’s team hopes
to visit the offices of some of the other international participants in the
coming year.
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“The program is complex and well built.
Unlike other courses I’ve had, which
covered just pieces of the problems of tech
transfer, this joined issues together and
established a practical approach.”   
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Jan Alán, Masaryk University, Czech Republic

The CTW training program departs from the typical GCG training
model that provides targeted in-country training to improve economic
development across a region. GCG Director Sid Burback adds, “This was
an experiment for us, but an extremely successful one. The benefits of
participant diversity were worth the extra effort. We plan to tweak the
curriculum a bit and spend more time on the sessions that benefited
participants most. We won’t cut any mentoring time, because that is
On the final day in Austin, Chalonda Handy of Nationwide Children’s something all the participants needed and loved. We will continue to
Hospital noted, “We covered a lot of ground....The good thing is that [all pack as much value as possible into the program.”
the information we got] is available to us online. When we get [home],
— D. Dzwonczyk
being able to access all the content again—along with the context we
now have from our practice and discussions—is going to mean even Contact Debra Dzwonczyk, debra@ic2.utexas.edu, for more information,
more.... We’re all excited about that.”
or to enroll in the next Converting Technology to Wealth Program.

One purpose of the Austin component is to allow participants to interact and learn from one another, and to experience the regional atmosphere
of Central Texas. The 2013 group visited San Antonio during their mid-program weekend. Photo by D. Dzwonczyk.

CGIE Director Carlos Ross (back row) stands with the winning team (left to right) Alejandro Vázquez, Obeth Hernández, Jonathan Pinzón, Claudia
Segovia, and Alejandro Hinojosa. Photo by M. Ayala.

New

Venture

Championship

Maestría en Ciencias de Comercialización de la Ciencia y la Tecnología (MCCT)
March 21, 2014. Two entrepreneurs walk across the parking lot and, in
tandem, sling their jackets across one shoulder. Their look is crisp: black
suits set off white linen. Their game faces are “on.“

• Dynamic Accelerated Electrotherapy by the Compass Group (Jorge
Julio, Francisco Lozano, Jorge Marrufo, Karina Romero, Fernando
Salgado).

It is venture competition day for the MCCT cohort from Mexico. And
while they looked razor sharp in the parking lot, their faces soften as
they enter the classroom. While a few students stare intently at their
computers, intensely focused, the sounds that spill out across the room
from different directions are those of easy conversation, jokes, and soft
laughter. A sense of widespread camaraderie reigns as you realize that
these relaxed conversations are happening not merely within, but
across, team groups. The longer you linger the more you see signs of
friendship superseding competition. The fact that one team will win
over the others is only a bonus. Yes, they all want to win. But they
also know that if they don’t, then their friends will—a guarantee that
is intrinsic to the construct. It’s a good way to compete, and the day
unwinds. The teams present their technologies:

The judges—Marco Bravo (IC² Institute Project Director), Peter Cleaves
(Investor), Jim Cox (Investor), Arely Fontecha (Austin Ambassador
for Ellas), Luis Medina (TechBA Austin Director), and Greg Pogue (IC²
Institute Deputy Director)—provide riveted attention and insightful
queries. Their decision is announced at a celebratory reception that
evening.

The winning team is Argo/REAN Soluciones Sustenables team for its
presentation of Yubarta—a hydrocarbon biodegradation system that
utilizes a patent-pending floating wave-driven device that absorbs and
degrades hydrocarbons on the surface of the water. In contrast to oilsorbent materials commonly used today, the product simultaneously
degrades the compounds through biological processes into a nonharmful organic residue, providing a positive alternative to current
• Simplifying Math for You, SMFY™ by Atomic Ant (Francisco Banda, methods for cleaning oil spills at sea.
Addaí Guerrero, Margarita Guajardo, Oscar Martínez, Mario Moreno)
• Transformer Insulation Monitoring System by Aztech/Arteche (Raúl The annual New Venture Championship, traditionally held at the IC²
Institute, with a week of classes, is part of the MCCT degree program
Barbosa, Nayeli Hernández, Carlos Maroto, Paula Sostres)
sponsored by the Center for Research in Advanced Materials (CIMAV)
• Tribolspin by Jess/Frisa (Eduardo Hernández, Salvador Hernández, and presented at the Center for Global Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Susana Mercado, José Quiñonez, José Quiroga, Socorro Sáenz)
(CGIE) in Monterrey, Mexico. The MCCT degree is based on the MSTC degree
• Yubarta by Argo/Rean Soluciones Sustenables (Obeth Hernández, developed by the IC² Institute, now available at the McCombs School of
Alejandro Hinojosa, José Mendieta, Jonathan Pinzón, Claudia Business.
Segovia, Alejandro Vázquez)
— M. Cotrofeld
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Bureau of Business Research
Produces Three New Studies

BBR
Survey of

Texas Black-Owned Businesses

Survey of Texas Black-Owned Businesses
Survey of Texas Black-Owned Businesses by Bruce Kellison, John Sibley Butler, and
Matt Kerwick, examined US Census data and included a survey of more than 900
companies to explore:
• Business owner demographics
• Business characteristics
• Training needs

T h i s re p o r t w a s f u n d e d b y t h e P r e s i d e n t ’ s O f f i c e of t h e U n i v e r s i t y O f t e x a s
at a U s t i n • Fo r t h e t e x a s a s s O c i at i O n O f a f r i ca n -a m e r i ca n c h a m b e r s O f
c O m m e r c e ( ta a ac c ) • C o n d u c te d b y th e b U r e aU O f b U s i n e s s r e s e a rc h a t th e
ic 2 i n s t i t U t e of t h e U n i v e r s i t y O f t e x a s at a U s t i n • Un d e r th e s u p e r v i si o n of
d r . b rU c e K e l l i s O n , d r . J O h n s i b l e y b U t l e r , a n d d r . m at t K e rw i c K

• Ease in doing business with the government and the private sector

A New America
Researchers at the IC² Institute collaborated with The National Journal on a survey
of the entrepreneurial intentions of two broad demographic segments of the US
population: Millennials (born between 1982 and 1996) and Baby Boomer/Gen X'ers
(born between 1946 and 1980). The survey, conducted using a nationwide sample in
March 2014, analyzed differences between the two groups regarding their economic
outlook, perceptions of opportunity, and inclinations toward entrepreneurship.
Robert Peterson, Matt Kerwick, and Bruce Kellison headed up the Institute’s research
team. Additional press coverage of the millennials study included:
• National Journal, "Courting Millennials." Print edition, June 14, 2014.
• The Atlantic, “The Two Tactics in the Fight for Millennials” http://www.
theatlantic.com/education/archive/2014/06/student-debt-and-the-two-tacticsin-the-fight-for-millenials/372746/.

The Economic Impact of
Austin Technology Incubator Alumni Companies
on Travis County, 2003–2012
Prepared for The Austin Technology Incubator, January 2014
By the Bureau of Business Research, The University of Texas at Austin

ATI Impact Study
The Bureau of Business Research completed a study to examine the impact of the
Austin Technology Incubator. The Economic Impact of Austin Technology Incubator
Alumni Companies on Travis County, 2003–2012 presents results that were compiled
on companies that graduated from the incubator during the period 2003 to 2012.
Highlights include that these companies:
•

Generated $880 million in total economic benefits for the state

•

Created more than 6,500 jobs directly and indirectly

•

Produced more than $20 million in local tax revenue.

Download IC2 Institute publications at www.ic2.utexas.edu/publications/.
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Kazakhstan
Eric Azulay (center) shows his “hook ‘em horns” along with the Kazakhstan managers who engaged in technology transfer and commercialization
training. Photo by D. Dzwonczyk.

Erik Azulay: Providing Full-time Entrepreneurial
Support in Kazakhstan’s Technology
Commercialization Center
According to Erik Azulay, the wind never stops blowing in Astana,
Kazakhstan. It is a ready metaphor for this nation that is evolving quickly
as the business and scientific communities welcome winds of change.
The view from his office window in Astana, the capital, is one of a rapidly
changing skyline as new buildings continue to emerge.

February, GCG provided a week-long course in technology transfer
for representatives of the TCC and the project management unit that
oversees the TCC.
Six Kazakh managers worked intensely with GCG managers to practice
assessing and validating the market potential of Kazakh technologies.
They also attended workshops on technology licensing, valuation,
commercialization strategies, negotiations, and more. According to
Bakhytzhan Ibrayev, a business formation specialist, the manager
training was “excellent.”   He noted that a three-hour seminar was “as
high quality as any MBA program if not better. I really hope we will have
the opportunity to attend other seminars on different business topics
conducted by Mr. Azulay.”

Azulay is the IC² Institute’s representative to promote technology
commercialization in Kazakhstan on behalf of the Global
Commercialization Group—where with support from the World Bank,
the Kazakh government has organized its new national technology
commercialization center (TCC). CRDF-Global and the IC² Institute were
named to manage the TCC’s work to create start-ups, license Kazakh
technologies, and train managers. Azulay and his family have moved
to Kazakhstan to provide a full-time in-country presence to oversee this
effort that will extend through at least two years of the planned three- Azulay has also served as a judge at a competition among innovators, and
he is beginning to explore opportunities for 21 technologies selected
year program.
by the Kazakh government for funding and further development. His
Since moving to Kazakhstan last year, Azulay has been helping to role as “lead expert” for the program means that he works with highcreate change for government officials who are interested in moving level government officials, entrepreneurs, and scientists.
Kazakh technologies to the commercial sector as well as for aspiring
entrepreneurs who are eager to work in international businesses. In
—D. Dzwonczyk
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3DS: What Starts Here Changes The World
“...if you’ve got a good team, that’s a significantly better place to start than having a
good idea.”

Isaac Barchas addressed a panel session at SXSWedu
titled, The Liberal Arts Matter in a STEM World on
March 3 at the Austin Convention Center.

Initiated by students at The University of Texas at Austin in 2008,
3 Day Startup (3DS) is a non-profit entity with deep roots associated
with the Austin Technology Incubator. Three Day Startup is based on
the premise that the university environment is the perfect business
incubation environment. “Our view of the world is that there should
be companies just spilling out of schools,” explains Cam Houser. ”A
university has a lot in common with a business accelerator: it’s a bunch
of smart people, physically close together, with a high risk tolerance, at a
creatively fertile time of their lives. Most students don’t have mortgages
to pay and other constraints that might limit their options.”
Cam is CEO of 3 Day Startup. We meet at a coffee shop downtown for
a caffeinated discussion on what 3DS does and why. Cam wears blue
jeans and a cotton shirt, and emanates a confidence that is as casual
and comfortable as his clothing. He’s a fast talker and you realize very
quickly that you want to catch every word, because he’s giving you
undiluted truth about how to (really) move a company forward in a
very short time frame. Don’t make the mistake that this is hype. This is
not hype. It’s about making things happen.
3DS began at The University of Texas at Austin, with a bit of hands-on
help from the Austin Technology Incubator. “Isaac has been one of my
mentors. When we first began in 2008 we were passionate, excited UT
grad students without a track record or credibility. We got plugged in
with Bart Bohn, who was working with Isaac. They said, ‘You guys have
a crazy idea—but it’s a compelling idea and we’d be happy to give you
the space to do this.’  They also allowed us to say, ‘We’re doing this with
ATI,’ which gave us credibility we didn’t otherwise have.”  Since that first
experimental weekend, the 3DS crew has taken its idea a long way: to
28 countries on 5 continents.
“One of my favorite quotes is by Herb Kelleher: We have a strategic
plan. It’s called doing things. We feel like there’s a lot of reading-agreat-business-book-and-getting-excited, but then nothing happens.
We wanted to create an environment and a forum to do that [the
getting excited part], which included a strong programmatic curricular
component.”

Isaac Barchas received one of only two “Supervisor
of the Year” awards given by UT Austin in 2014. Photo
courtesy of President’s Office at The University of Texas at
Austin.

Cam Houser has worked with 3DS since its beginnings in 2008. Photo
by C. Franke.

biggest challenge. Finding a co-founder is a harder thing to do.... What
happens sometimes is that [a team that meets at 3DS] realizes that the
current idea doesn’t have legs, and so they’ll switch and try something
else later. The number one thing that investors care about is the team:
the team first and then the market. So if you’ve got a good team, that’s
“We believe that you can get more done in a shorter amount of time. a significantly better place to start than having a good idea.”
Our goal is to get 4 to 6 months of progress done in three days.” You
know that when he says progress, he means business. As you raise One advantage of the 3DS platform is that it can be “tuned” for different
your eyebrows at such an ambitious goal, he continues unfazed. “We outcomes in different cultures. While the United States has a culture
do this through a number of different ways. There’s a lot of pre-flight in which it is relatively safe to fail (or even advantageous if one fails
work where we’re giving students frameworks, tools, bootcamps, and spectacularly), many other cultures exhibit a deeply ingrained aversion
so forth—before they show up for the first day.” He then describes how to risk. “A lot of cultures think that to be an entrepreneur you need a
they bring students together with great mentors and great resources in wealthy uncle and a fancy degree. If you go to Harvard, of course you
a great space (with food and caffeine) and how that helps them “get can start a successful company—because someone from your culture
already did.” But this is not a success story that encourages the common
massive amounts of research done in a short amount of time. “
entrepreneur in a risk averse society. Cam explains that finding cultureIf that sounds good, it gets better yet when you view the long-term specific success stories can be key, “It doesn’t have to be an IKEA. It can
effects of a 3DS weekend—and it’s not always about that first project. just be that somebody released a product and is ‘doing that stuff.’ That’s
“Students think their great challenge is finding an idea. That’s not their a pretty shocking move in some cultures.”  

IC² institute UPDATE

Robert Peterson represented the IC² Institute as a
panelist for a session titled A Global Conversation on
Entrepreneurship Education, hosted by St. Edwards
University for SXSW, March 9. Photo by C. Franke.
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IC2 Institute Fellow and former University of Texas
Chancellor William A. Cunningham, signed copies
of his book, The Texas Way: Money, Power, Politics and
Ambition at the University at an Institute reception
celebrating its publication. Photo by M. Cotrofeld.
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(...i.e., Portugal)

Where UTEN fosters entrepreneurial culture with 3DS
events in universities across the nation. Photos below were
taken at 3DS at the University of Porto. Photos by L. Barbosa.

But beyond finding an existing local
success story—by focusing on the sandbox
model and by focusing on doing—the 3DS
team seeks to create new success stories.
And that model works. “The companies
that have emerged from our program have
raised about $18 million,” and the list of
active 3DS companies continues to grow.

In March the IC² Institute, in conjunction with the National Journal, held a town hall event, A New America: How Millennials Are Sparking
Change. Featured speakers at the event included Wendy Spencer, CEO, Corporation for National and Community Service; Bob Metcalf, IC2
Institute Fellow and Professor of Innovation and Murchison Fellow of Free Enterprise, The University of Texas at Austin (far left in photo
above); and Isaac Barchas, Director of Austin Technology Incubator. Photo courtesy of National Journal.

The IC² Institute hosted Tom Standage, digital editor
of The Economist, at an event on campus titled, The
Economist Comes to The University of Texas at Austin:
History of the World in 6 Drinks. Standage, a graduate of
Oxford University, examined the flow of human history
through the ages of beer, wine, spirits, coffee, tea, and
Coca-Cola. The overflow event was co-sponsored by
the School of Journalism and the McCombs School of
Business in March. Photo by C. Franke.

In Portugal
One nation where the 3DS program has
been conducted is Portugal, as part of the
IC² Institute’s UTEN  program. Multiple 3DS
programs have been conducted in Lisbon,
Coimbra, and Porto. Student participants
consistently describe the experience as
providing a paradigm shift in their thinking:
they come to envision the world as one they
are empowered to change. It is extremely
popular, and as many as 125 applications
might be received for a 3DS workshop
designed for 40 participants.

Carla Ferreira, Instituto Superior de
Engenharia do Porto, said, “What I enjoyed
the most out of the workshop was the
learning-by-doing process combined with
the lean approach. In this workshop I’ve
learned how that approach works, and how
to apply it to my own startup. I also enjoyed
the mentors. The mentoring process was
very powerful and allowed us to learn
much faster.”
Cam Houser was impressed with all
participants. “Not only were the students
aware of the value of this opportunity, but
they also benefited from very motivated
and experienced mentors, who were
present throughout the day. This is the
most effective way of mentoring because
the relationship between the students and
the mentors carries on after the event. Small
economies like Portugal’s can generate
technology companies in order to enter the
global market. 3DS and similar programs
can help get the ball rolling.”
— M. Cotrofeld

UnPlugg, a 2012 3DS Company in Porto, was listed among “A Cool 10
Startups to Watch in Portugal” by VentureVillage (http://venturevillage.eu/).
IC² institute UPDATE                                                                                                18                                                                                                     Spring/Summer 2014
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BIZ.pt

BBR Releases Report on Juneteenth:
Survey of Texas Black-Owned Businesses

Evaluating Opportunity & Market Fit for Portuguese Companies
In April, Alexandre Pinto, the CEO of iClio, visited the IC² Institute to learn
more about BIZ.pt. As a potential participant in the program, he wanted
to understand what it would mean for his company to interact with the
IC² Institute through the BIZ.pt program for incubation, acceleration,
and business development. When we received notice that Alexandre
was in the United States and desired to visit, we engaged our processes
and set up meetings with potential partners to gauge opportunity and
market fit using Austin as a model US market.
iClio has created an application for walking tourists so that they can
navigate easily and access tour data and background information while
off-line. The goal is to provide an application for travelers so they don’t
have to be linked to expensive cellular or wireless services and still have
a full navigation tour with information at their fingertips. At this point,
iClio has built models of walking tours based in London.1 During the
visit to the United States, we wanted to help Alexandre address the
following questions: What is the potential market in the United States?
What is the best, first application of the iClio technology? Who should
be its partners to accelerate internationalization of its business?
Using examples like the Sherlock Holmes tour or the Jack the Ripper
tour, ultimately we could take that model to San Francisco, New York
City, Boston, Philadelphia, and other places where walking tours are
popular (and  possible). But those possibilities would require a longer
period of time to define than the short visit proposed. Therefore, we
explored the idea of expanding the application's market to universities
and other institutions as a tool to assist students and visitors in their
efforts to navigate campuses.

We also activated linkages and conversations with the City of Austin
and the Chamber of Commerce about how such a tailored navigation
application might be integrated into large, complex events such as
South by Southwest (SXSW) or Austin City Limits (ACL), where a lowbandwidth navigation solution would be helpful for participants. In
meetings with various city representatives, we discussed integrating
both the core event schedules as well as information peripheral to the
event, such as advertising for surrounding restaurants and shops, or
various services that users might find helpful.
If iClio is ultimately accepted into the BIZ.pt program, one our first
strategies may be to deploy this model around Austin’s large events
such SXSW; and we would also talk with universities that might have
interest in creating an interactive application to assist students and
visitors.
When companies apply to the BIZ.pt program, we deploy a process
much like this to determine first-hand market fit and product
possibilities. Once they are admitted to the program, we work with
companies at a much deeper level and in a broader fashion to identify
their value proposition and introduce them to good first-customer
candidates. We further mentor companies through the deal-making
process to insure value is indeed exchanged. For iClio, we accelerated
our processes, including our research, to provide assistance while
Alexandre was in the United States. Our efforts were focused on a twoto three-day period and we kept our focus on Austin so that Alexandre
would understand the type of meetings we would set up, and the kind
of conversations we would have if iClio became a BIZ.pt company.

1

https://itunes.apple.com/pt/app/london-audio-guide-just-in/id513731953?l=en&mt=8

—Greg Pogue

Alexandre Pinto, CEO of iClio with IC² Institute Project Director Marco Bravo and Project Manager Rodney Klassey. Photo by C. Franke.

The release of the Survey of Texas Black-Owned Businesses was held on the south steps of the State Capitol building. Shown here are State Senator
Royce West, TAAACC Chairperson Jim Wyatt, BBR Associate Director Bruce Kellison, and UT President Bill Powers. Photo by C. Franke.
June nineteenth is commonly referred to as Juneteenth—the
anniversary of the (much delayed) public announcement of the
Emancipation Proclamation in the state of Texas. An appropriate
celebration took place this year on the south steps of the State Capitol
building, as BBR Associate Director Bruce Kellison and UT President Bill
Powers presented the report, “Survey of Texas Black-Owned Businesses”
to Jim Wyatt, the chairman of the Texas Association of African American
Chambers of Commerce (TAAACC). Charles O’Neal, executive consultant
for TAAACC said, “Because we are a business organization we imagine
that Juneteenth signaled the beginning of black entrepreneurship in
Texas.”   Bruce Kellison presented the key findings of the report that
surveyed more than 900 black Texas business owners:

• Improve access to financial capital and training
• Enable black entrepreneurs to start firms with employees in place
• Provide information and continuing education on financial literacy
and business topics.

The report was authored by Bruce Kellison, John Sibley Butler, and Matt
Kerwick, and funded by the Office of the President of The University
of Texas at Austin. “We are grateful to the Texas Association of African
American Chambers of Commerce for collaborating with us on this
important survey,” said President Powers, “A better understanding of
the obstacles faced by black business owners will help the association,
and all of us across the state, formulate strategies to create a healthier
• Almost half of the survey respondents had more than 20 years of economy for all Texans.”
business experience in their current industry
The event was well attended, and press included articles in the Austin
• Issues related to accounting and finance topped respondents’ key American Statesman, the Austin Business Journal, the Houston Chronicle,
training needs and most important challenges facing their firms.
the San Antonio Express News, the Dallas Examiner, KUT News, DDCE
Central,
Black Enterprise, The Daily Texan, and the Alcade. In 2012 the BBR
“We asked how many had applied for business loans and that number
was not high…. Their accessibility to working capital is not what it published a similar report on Hispanic-owned businesses in Texas. Both
could be,” said Kellison, who also identified three goals aimed at helping reports may be found at http://ic2.utexas.edu/publications/.
—M. Cotrofeld
to  empower black-owned businesses:
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IC² Institute:
Attaining a Nationwide Presence in South Korea

Federal Projects
The IC² Institute is actively working with a variety
of federal agencies and entities to promote the
concepts of innovation, commercialization, and
entrepreneurship across the globe. Program
Director Heath Naquin leads these efforts.

from groups such as the Kaufmann Foundation, Stanford Technology
Ventures, and the National Collegiate Inventors and Innovators
Alliance (NCIIA) with a global audience. Work on GIST Net will lead to
deployment of the GIST Net platform at the Global Entrepreneurship
Summit in Morocco in late 2014.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA): Heath Naquin recently
completed six years of service as a reviewer for the EPA’s Small Business
Building Opportunities Out of Science and Technology (BOOST): Innovation Research (SBIR) program. Naquin regularly reviews Phase 1
Funded by the US State Department Bureau of Oceans and and Phase 2 proposals.
International Environmental and Scientific Affairs, the BOOST program
launched in 2012, in Turkey, as a pilot program. The program advances Naval Postgraduate School (NPS): In July, Naquin delivered a session
the understanding of Turkish participants in technology transfer and titled, “Development and Deployment Trends in Solar and Portable
innovation. More than 200 applicants competed for 40 slots in the first Power: An Industrial Perspective” to students enrolled in a NPS master’s
4-month training program. The first cohort in the Practical Technology degree program in Monterey, California.
Commercialization Program was completed in May 2013. The winning
team came to Austin to explore US innovation ecosystems, gain access National Science Foundation (NSF) Early Concept Grants for
to capital market resources, and advance commercialization objectives Exploratory Research (EAGER): Naquin recently received an award
for their technologies. BOOST was renewed in early 2014 and the second from the NSF to advance sustainable building research in Turkey. The
round of training begins in Turkey later this year. The Bilkent Cyberpark award is jointly funded by NSF and The Scientific and Technological
and the Turkish Innovation and Development Foundation (TTGV) are Research Council of Turkey (Tubitak) and brings together US and Turkish
in-country partners. Additional information about the program can be researchers.
found at www.uttp.org.
Heath Naquin (on right) provides training in technology transfer
Global Innovation in Science and Technology (GIST): In March 2014, processes. Photo compliments of TecMinho.
the IC² Institute received a two-year grant from the US Department of
State Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental and Scientific
Affairs (OES) to lead GIST Initiative activities—a flagship program for
the US Department of State focused on advancing high technology
entrepreneurship to young scientists and women entrepreneurs in
more than 86 countries around the world. Over the next two years,
the IC² Institute will work closely with the US Department of State to
deploy a series of online global “Tech Connects” from the Department
of State studios around topics such as women and entrepreneurship,
intellectual property, and international technology transfer. In addition,
four GIST bootcamps modeled after the National Science Foundation’s
Innovation Corps (I-Corps™) program will be delivered in Colombia,
Turkey and Mexico. Key partners for this initiative include the Turkish
Innovation and Development Foundation (TTGV) and the Center for
Global Innovation and Entrepreneurship (CGIE) in Monterrey, Mexico.
GIST Network Support: In an effort to collect and distribute best
practices in entrepreneurial education, the US Department of State
selected the IC² Institute to assist in deployment of the global GIST IT
platform, known as GIST Net. This platform will share best practices
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In 2008, the Global Commercialization Group
(GCG) began a program in the province of
Gyeonggi and established the first “satellite”
office of the IC² Institute. Our regional partner,
the Gyeonggi Small Business Center (GSBC),
provided broad outreach, and more than
1,000 innovators have applied to the program
for advanced training in   technology transfer
methodologies. Former Governor Kim Moon
Soo, an influential political leader, was a strong
advocate for the program, often citing success
stories from the Gyeonggi–UT Innovation
program such as DGS Corporation, Wheel
Corporation, and KNR Systems (case profiles
follow).
Based on the success in Gyeonggi and the
growing credibility   of the IC² Institute in the
region, in 2012 KAIST sponsored creation of
a new program in Daejeon. KAIST—formerly
known as Korea Advanced Institute of
Science and Technology—is one of the most
academically challenging and prestigious
universities in South Korea.
The Global Up program in Daejeon created
many successes for Korean innovators, like
those in Gyeonggi, leading KAIST to ask
the IC² Institute for additional programs.
Both the Gyeonggi and KAIST programs
emphasize educating IC² Institute partners in
the sponsoring organization and providing

training and coaching for selected innovators.
This training in proven methodologies for
technology commercialization makes a
critical difference for innovators trying to
enter international markets. KAIST is also now
sponsoring an IC² Institute innovation program
in the nearby province of Jeollabuk and has
requested a program to serve innovators
associated with Korea South-East Power
Company.

1

Gyeonggi-do–UT
Innovation Program,
2008-2014

2

Global Up, Daejeon,
2012-2014 & cont’g

3

Jeollabuk-do–UT
Innovation Program,
2013-2014 & cont’g

Suwon

The Korea Institute for the Advancement of
Technology (KIAT), based in Seoul, sponsored
an IC² Institute pilot program in 2013, which
led KIAT to initiate a program for one of its 14
industry R&D groups, the Korea Automotive
Technology Institute (KATECH). As new success
is realized, it is expected that KIAT will replicate
that program for non-automotive industries.
—D. Dzwonczyk
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Using methodologies of the IC² Institute’s Global Commercialization Group, the Gyeonggi program selects promising

technologies each year, provides training and market information for the technology representatives, and works with the
most promising technologies to facilitate international business engagements.

DGS Corp uses a proprietary, patented process
to coat brake pad springs. On entering the
Gyeonggi–UT Innovation Program, DGS was
struggling in a difficult global financial market.
CEO and President Doe-Hee Kim related that
she had spent six years trying to break into
the global component supply market with
virtually no success. Through the program,
DGS is now engaged in discussions with
global top-tier OEM automotive component
suppliers. The company has received positive
validation and marketing support that has
helped the company secure financing for a
new production facility. Revenues have grown
exponentially, as has the promise of becoming
a global standard for certain automotive
components.

WHEEL Corp manufactures extruded and
stamped aluminum automotive and cooling
system components. Before the Gyeonggi–
UT program, Wheel was struggling; it had lost
much of its historical core business to Chinese
competitors, its facilities were outdated, and
it had virtually no global business presence.
Today, Wheel has expanded its production
capacity by more than five times and has
permanent representation in the United
States to support its international operations,
including plans to build a US-based production
facility. This has resulted in exponential growth
of its domestic and global operations.

KNR Systems is a medium-sized testingequipment manufacturer. GCG facilitated a
partnership agreement between KNR and
US-based Link Engineering. Link Engineering
is a well-known test equipment and testing
services provider based in the United States
with a strong presence in international
markets. The partnership facilitated by the GCG
team has resulted in a win/win relationship—
matching a Gyeonggi-based innovator with
the right US partner to create wealth, jobs, and
new opportunities worldwide. The initial phase
of the partnership has already been achieved
with the installation of a $US 2 million test
bench system, built by KNR, at a Link facility in
Dearborn, Michigan.

ALL THREE COMPANIES are “giving back” to the program that helped them succeed. WHEEL Corporation began the trend that has
been followed by both DGS Corporation and KNR Systems.
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The IC² Institute at Work in Colombia
universities in Medellín. Overseen by Program Manager Clint Zintgraff, the program also addresses
long-term human capital development through development of entrepreneurial education at the
university level, and STEAM (STEM+Arts) education at the secondary level, all aligned with the
priority industry clusters identified in the city’s science and technology plan (Ciencia-TecnologíaInnovación “CTI”).

2013/2014
Technology
Commercialization
Roadmap for
4 technologies
2013

More in Medellín at the Universidad de EAFIT

etcp training

in Medellín

In Medellín, the IC² Institute is also working with Universidad de EAFIT’s technology transfer
office (TTO) staff to advance the commercial potential of the university’s technology portfolio as
the team develops expertise in technology transfer. The TTO team is walking side by side with IC²
Institute staff through an iterative process to establish commercial efficacy for several prioritized
technologies as they learn hands-on practical commercialization skills. This 12-month program is
funded by INNPULSA. The Principle Investigator is Project Director Max Green.

2013
Mentors
intern in Austin
2013

eptcp winners

intern in Austin

Bucaramanga Chamber of Commerce Initiates Innovation
Ecosystem Improvement Program

2012/2013

eptcp training

Working to improve the entrepreneurship ecosystem across the Department of Santander,
mentors have been trained to deliver Innovation Readiness to 180 entrepreneurs & innovators

in Medellín

2012
ptcp winners intern
in Austin
2012

ptcp training in
Medellín

Senior Research Scientist Elsie Echeverri-Carroll, center, with Medellín mentors in Austin. Photo by M. Cotrofeld.

RutaN Helps Provide Colombia Technologies with a Path North
RutaN, with EPM, funds $1.4 million in programs in 2011-2013
133 professionals trained over 16 months in Medellín
Since 2011, the IC² Institute has been working with RutaN in Medellín, Colombia to help promote
technology commercialization. Corporation RutaN, created by the City of Medellín, Empresas
Públicas de Medellín (EPM), and Unidad de Negocios Estratégicos (UNE), is a non-profit organization
that promotes knowledge-based initiatives. Elsie Echeverri-Carroll has been the principal
investigator for these projects (timeline at left). The city is rapidly reaching its vision of
becoming a knowledge city, and in 2013 Medellín was named Most Innovative City of
the Year by Citi, the Wall Street Journal, and the Urban Land Institute.

StemDev Medellín
The StemDev Medellín program applies all the elements of the Technopolis Model
to encourage long-term economic development in the region based on Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) innovation. A core commercialization
program based on the RapidScreen Early Commercialization Analysis (preQuicklook™) tool, and on the Quicklook™ methodology, focuses on the three technical

Launched in May 2013, this program aims to transfer know-how and build capacity for high-impact
entrepreneurship across the Department of Santander, of which Bucaramanga is the capital. The
stakeholders involved in this program include chamber of commerce executives, universities,
governmental representatives, angel investors, and entrepreneurs. Led by Assistant Director Glenn
Robinson, the GCG team conducted in-person, on-site interviews with regional stakeholders and
submitted a report to the chamber of commerce, with an assessment of ecosystem readiness to
effectively develop entrepreneurial ventures. GCG followed the assessment by training 15 mentors
who now work with GCG experts in the delivery of online Innovation Readiness training to 180
entrepreneurs and innovators. From this training group, 20 entrepreneurs will be selected to
participate in an intensive three-day entrepreneurship bootcamp. In addition, GCG will train
selected regional stakeholders in technology transfer.

Colciencias Program: Colombia’s National Science Foundation
Initiates Training Program for 5 Regional TTOs
The Institute is working with Colciencias, the Colombian national science foundation, to train the
professional staff of five regional technology transfer offices (TTOs) in Colombia. Up to 35 individuals
participate in each program component. The comprehensive training program covers introductory
as well as advanced issues across a wide range of topics including technology evaluation, IP and
licensing strategy, and other topics related to effective TTO management. Led by Glenn Robinson,
GCG is training stakeholders through the online Innovation Readiness program and will deliver an
operational review of each technology transfer office to help develop a specific action plan for each
organization.

Ruta
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The IC² Institute at Work in Colombia
universities in Medellín. Overseen by Program Manager Clint Zintgraff, the program also addresses
long-term human capital development through development of entrepreneurial education at the
university level, and STEAM (STEM+Arts) education at the secondary level, all aligned with the
priority industry clusters identified in the city’s science and technology plan (Ciencia-TecnologíaInnovación “CTI”).
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In Medellín, the IC² Institute is also working with Universidad de EAFIT’s technology transfer
office (TTO) staff to advance the commercial potential of the university’s technology portfolio as
the team develops expertise in technology transfer. The TTO team is walking side by side with IC²
Institute staff through an iterative process to establish commercial efficacy for several prioritized
technologies as they learn hands-on practical commercialization skills. This 12-month program is
funded by INNPULSA. The Principle Investigator is Project Director Max Green.
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Senior Research Scientist Elsie Echeverri-Carroll, center, with Medellín mentors in Austin. Photo by M. Cotrofeld.

RutaN Helps Provide Colombia Technologies with a Path North
RutaN, with EPM, funds $1.4 million in programs in 2011-2013
133 professionals trained over 16 months in Medellín
Since 2011, the IC² Institute has been working with RutaN in Medellín, Colombia to help promote
technology commercialization. Corporation RutaN, created by the City of Medellín, Empresas
Públicas de Medellín (EPM), and Unidad de Negocios Estratégicos (UNE), is a non-profit organization
that promotes knowledge-based initiatives. Elsie Echeverri-Carroll has been the principal
investigator for these projects (timeline at left). The city is rapidly reaching its vision of
becoming a knowledge city, and in 2013 Medellín was named Most Innovative City of
the Year by Citi, the Wall Street Journal, and the Urban Land Institute.

StemDev Medellín
The StemDev Medellín program applies all the elements of the Technopolis Model
to encourage long-term economic development in the region based on Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) innovation. A core commercialization
program based on the RapidScreen Early Commercialization Analysis (preQuicklook™) tool, and on the Quicklook™ methodology, focuses on the three technical

Launched in May 2013, this program aims to transfer know-how and build capacity for high-impact
entrepreneurship across the Department of Santander, of which Bucaramanga is the capital. The
stakeholders involved in this program include chamber of commerce executives, universities,
governmental representatives, angel investors, and entrepreneurs. Led by Assistant Director Glenn
Robinson, the GCG team conducted in-person, on-site interviews with regional stakeholders and
submitted a report to the chamber of commerce, with an assessment of ecosystem readiness to
effectively develop entrepreneurial ventures. GCG followed the assessment by training 15 mentors
who now work with GCG experts in the delivery of online Innovation Readiness training to 180
entrepreneurs and innovators. From this training group, 20 entrepreneurs will be selected to
participate in an intensive three-day entrepreneurship bootcamp. In addition, GCG will train
selected regional stakeholders in technology transfer.

Colciencias Program: Colombia’s National Science Foundation
Initiates Training Program for 5 Regional TTOs
The Institute is working with Colciencias, the Colombian national science foundation, to train the
professional staff of five regional technology transfer offices (TTOs) in Colombia. Up to 35 individuals
participate in each program component. The comprehensive training program covers introductory
as well as advanced issues across a wide range of topics including technology evaluation, IP and
licensing strategy, and other topics related to effective TTO management. Led by Glenn Robinson,
GCG is training stakeholders through the online Innovation Readiness program and will deliver an
operational review of each technology transfer office to help develop a specific action plan for each
organization.
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IC² Institute:
Attaining a Nationwide Presence in South Korea

Federal Projects
The IC² Institute is actively working with a variety
of federal agencies and entities to promote the
concepts of innovation, commercialization, and
entrepreneurship across the globe. Program
Director Heath Naquin leads these efforts.

from groups such as the Kaufmann Foundation, Stanford Technology
Ventures, and the National Collegiate Inventors and Innovators
Alliance (NCIIA) with a global audience. Work on GIST Net will lead to
deployment of the GIST Net platform at the Global Entrepreneurship
Summit in Morocco in late 2014.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA): Heath Naquin recently
completed six years of service as a reviewer for the EPA’s Small Business
Building Opportunities Out of Science and Technology (BOOST): Innovation Research (SBIR) program. Naquin regularly reviews Phase 1
Funded by the US State Department Bureau of Oceans and and Phase 2 proposals.
International Environmental and Scientific Affairs, the BOOST program
launched in 2012, in Turkey, as a pilot program. The program advances Naval Postgraduate School (NPS): In July, Naquin delivered a session
the understanding of Turkish participants in technology transfer and titled, “Development and Deployment Trends in Solar and Portable
innovation. More than 200 applicants competed for 40 slots in the first Power: An Industrial Perspective” to students enrolled in a NPS master’s
4-month training program. The first cohort in the Practical Technology degree program in Monterey, California.
Commercialization Program was completed in May 2013. The winning
team came to Austin to explore US innovation ecosystems, gain access National Science Foundation (NSF) Early Concept Grants for
to capital market resources, and advance commercialization objectives Exploratory Research (EAGER): Naquin recently received an award
for their technologies. BOOST was renewed in early 2014 and the second from the NSF to advance sustainable building research in Turkey. The
round of training begins in Turkey later this year. The Bilkent Cyberpark award is jointly funded by NSF and The Scientific and Technological
and the Turkish Innovation and Development Foundation (TTGV) are Research Council of Turkey (Tubitak) and brings together US and Turkish
in-country partners. Additional information about the program can be researchers.
found at www.uttp.org.
Heath Naquin (on right) provides training in technology transfer
Global Innovation in Science and Technology (GIST): In March 2014, processes. Photo compliments of TecMinho.
the IC² Institute received a two-year grant from the US Department of
State Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental and Scientific
Affairs (OES) to lead GIST Initiative activities—a flagship program for
the US Department of State focused on advancing high technology
entrepreneurship to young scientists and women entrepreneurs in
more than 86 countries around the world. Over the next two years,
the IC² Institute will work closely with the US Department of State to
deploy a series of online global “Tech Connects” from the Department
of State studios around topics such as women and entrepreneurship,
intellectual property, and international technology transfer. In addition,
four GIST bootcamps modeled after the National Science Foundation’s
Innovation Corps (I-Corps™) program will be delivered in Colombia,
Turkey and Mexico. Key partners for this initiative include the Turkish
Innovation and Development Foundation (TTGV) and the Center for
Global Innovation and Entrepreneurship (CGIE) in Monterrey, Mexico.
GIST Network Support: In an effort to collect and distribute best
practices in entrepreneurial education, the US Department of State
selected the IC² Institute to assist in deployment of the global GIST IT
platform, known as GIST Net. This platform will share best practices
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In 2008, the Global Commercialization Group
(GCG) began a program in the province of
Gyeonggi and established the first “satellite”
office of the IC² Institute. Our regional partner,
the Gyeonggi Small Business Center (GSBC),
provided broad outreach, and more than
1,000 innovators have applied to the program
for advanced training in   technology transfer
methodologies. Former Governor Kim Moon
Soo, an influential political leader, was a strong
advocate for the program, often citing success
stories from the Gyeonggi–UT Innovation
program such as DGS Corporation, Wheel
Corporation, and KNR Systems (case profiles
follow).
Based on the success in Gyeonggi and the
growing credibility   of the IC² Institute in the
region, in 2012 KAIST sponsored creation of
a new program in Daejeon. KAIST—formerly
known as Korea Advanced Institute of
Science and Technology—is one of the most
academically challenging and prestigious
universities in South Korea.
The Global Up program in Daejeon created
many successes for Korean innovators, like
those in Gyeonggi, leading KAIST to ask
the IC² Institute for additional programs.
Both the Gyeonggi and KAIST programs
emphasize educating IC² Institute partners in
the sponsoring organization and providing

training and coaching for selected innovators.
This training in proven methodologies for
technology commercialization makes a
critical difference for innovators trying to
enter international markets. KAIST is also now
sponsoring an IC² Institute innovation program
in the nearby province of Jeollabuk and has
requested a program to serve innovators
associated with Korea South-East Power
Company.

1

Gyeonggi-do–UT
Innovation Program,
2008-2014

2

Global Up, Daejeon,
2012-2014 & cont’g

3

Jeollabuk-do–UT
Innovation Program,
2013-2014 & cont’g

Suwon

The Korea Institute for the Advancement of
Technology (KIAT), based in Seoul, sponsored
an IC² Institute pilot program in 2013, which
led KIAT to initiate a program for one of its 14
industry R&D groups, the Korea Automotive
Technology Institute (KATECH). As new success
is realized, it is expected that KIAT will replicate
that program for non-automotive industries.
—D. Dzwonczyk
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Using methodologies of the IC² Institute’s Global Commercialization Group, the Gyeonggi program selects promising

technologies each year, provides training and market information for the technology representatives, and works with the
most promising technologies to facilitate international business engagements.

DGS Corp uses a proprietary, patented process
to coat brake pad springs. On entering the
Gyeonggi–UT Innovation Program, DGS was
struggling in a difficult global financial market.
CEO and President Doe-Hee Kim related that
she had spent six years trying to break into
the global component supply market with
virtually no success. Through the program,
DGS is now engaged in discussions with
global top-tier OEM automotive component
suppliers. The company has received positive
validation and marketing support that has
helped the company secure financing for a
new production facility. Revenues have grown
exponentially, as has the promise of becoming
a global standard for certain automotive
components.

WHEEL Corp manufactures extruded and
stamped aluminum automotive and cooling
system components. Before the Gyeonggi–
UT program, Wheel was struggling; it had lost
much of its historical core business to Chinese
competitors, its facilities were outdated, and
it had virtually no global business presence.
Today, Wheel has expanded its production
capacity by more than five times and has
permanent representation in the United
States to support its international operations,
including plans to build a US-based production
facility. This has resulted in exponential growth
of its domestic and global operations.

KNR Systems is a medium-sized testingequipment manufacturer. GCG facilitated a
partnership agreement between KNR and
US-based Link Engineering. Link Engineering
is a well-known test equipment and testing
services provider based in the United States
with a strong presence in international
markets. The partnership facilitated by the GCG
team has resulted in a win/win relationship—
matching a Gyeonggi-based innovator with
the right US partner to create wealth, jobs, and
new opportunities worldwide. The initial phase
of the partnership has already been achieved
with the installation of a $US 2 million test
bench system, built by KNR, at a Link facility in
Dearborn, Michigan.

ALL THREE COMPANIES are “giving back” to the program that helped them succeed. WHEEL Corporation began the trend that has
been followed by both DGS Corporation and KNR Systems.
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BIZ.pt

BBR Releases Report on Juneteenth:
Survey of Texas Black-Owned Businesses

Evaluating Opportunity & Market Fit for Portuguese Companies
In April, Alexandre Pinto, the CEO of iClio, visited the IC² Institute to learn
more about BIZ.pt. As a potential participant in the program, he wanted
to understand what it would mean for his company to interact with the
IC² Institute through the BIZ.pt program for incubation, acceleration,
and business development. When we received notice that Alexandre
was in the United States and desired to visit, we engaged our processes
and set up meetings with potential partners to gauge opportunity and
market fit using Austin as a model US market.
iClio has created an application for walking tourists so that they can
navigate easily and access tour data and background information while
off-line. The goal is to provide an application for travelers so they don’t
have to be linked to expensive cellular or wireless services and still have
a full navigation tour with information at their fingertips. At this point,
iClio has built models of walking tours based in London.1 During the
visit to the United States, we wanted to help Alexandre address the
following questions: What is the potential market in the United States?
What is the best, first application of the iClio technology? Who should
be its partners to accelerate internationalization of its business?
Using examples like the Sherlock Holmes tour or the Jack the Ripper
tour, ultimately we could take that model to San Francisco, New York
City, Boston, Philadelphia, and other places where walking tours are
popular (and  possible). But those possibilities would require a longer
period of time to define than the short visit proposed. Therefore, we
explored the idea of expanding the application's market to universities
and other institutions as a tool to assist students and visitors in their
efforts to navigate campuses.

We also activated linkages and conversations with the City of Austin
and the Chamber of Commerce about how such a tailored navigation
application might be integrated into large, complex events such as
South by Southwest (SXSW) or Austin City Limits (ACL), where a lowbandwidth navigation solution would be helpful for participants. In
meetings with various city representatives, we discussed integrating
both the core event schedules as well as information peripheral to the
event, such as advertising for surrounding restaurants and shops, or
various services that users might find helpful.
If iClio is ultimately accepted into the BIZ.pt program, one our first
strategies may be to deploy this model around Austin’s large events
such SXSW; and we would also talk with universities that might have
interest in creating an interactive application to assist students and
visitors.
When companies apply to the BIZ.pt program, we deploy a process
much like this to determine first-hand market fit and product
possibilities. Once they are admitted to the program, we work with
companies at a much deeper level and in a broader fashion to identify
their value proposition and introduce them to good first-customer
candidates. We further mentor companies through the deal-making
process to insure value is indeed exchanged. For iClio, we accelerated
our processes, including our research, to provide assistance while
Alexandre was in the United States. Our efforts were focused on a twoto three-day period and we kept our focus on Austin so that Alexandre
would understand the type of meetings we would set up, and the kind
of conversations we would have if iClio became a BIZ.pt company.

1

https://itunes.apple.com/pt/app/london-audio-guide-just-in/id513731953?l=en&mt=8

—Greg Pogue

Alexandre Pinto, CEO of iClio with IC² Institute Project Director Marco Bravo and Project Manager Rodney Klassey. Photo by C. Franke.

The release of the Survey of Texas Black-Owned Businesses was held on the south steps of the State Capitol building. Shown here are State Senator
Royce West, TAAACC Chairperson Jim Wyatt, BBR Associate Director Bruce Kellison, and UT President Bill Powers. Photo by C. Franke.
June nineteenth is commonly referred to as Juneteenth—the
anniversary of the (much delayed) public announcement of the
Emancipation Proclamation in the state of Texas. An appropriate
celebration took place this year on the south steps of the State Capitol
building, as BBR Associate Director Bruce Kellison and UT President Bill
Powers presented the report, “Survey of Texas Black-Owned Businesses”
to Jim Wyatt, the chairman of the Texas Association of African American
Chambers of Commerce (TAAACC). Charles O’Neal, executive consultant
for TAAACC said, “Because we are a business organization we imagine
that Juneteenth signaled the beginning of black entrepreneurship in
Texas.”   Bruce Kellison presented the key findings of the report that
surveyed more than 900 black Texas business owners:

• Improve access to financial capital and training
• Enable black entrepreneurs to start firms with employees in place
• Provide information and continuing education on financial literacy
and business topics.

The report was authored by Bruce Kellison, John Sibley Butler, and Matt
Kerwick, and funded by the Office of the President of The University
of Texas at Austin. “We are grateful to the Texas Association of African
American Chambers of Commerce for collaborating with us on this
important survey,” said President Powers, “A better understanding of
the obstacles faced by black business owners will help the association,
and all of us across the state, formulate strategies to create a healthier
• Almost half of the survey respondents had more than 20 years of economy for all Texans.”
business experience in their current industry
The event was well attended, and press included articles in the Austin
• Issues related to accounting and finance topped respondents’ key American Statesman, the Austin Business Journal, the Houston Chronicle,
training needs and most important challenges facing their firms.
the San Antonio Express News, the Dallas Examiner, KUT News, DDCE
Central,
Black Enterprise, The Daily Texan, and the Alcade. In 2012 the BBR
“We asked how many had applied for business loans and that number
was not high…. Their accessibility to working capital is not what it published a similar report on Hispanic-owned businesses in Texas. Both
could be,” said Kellison, who also identified three goals aimed at helping reports may be found at http://ic2.utexas.edu/publications/.
—M. Cotrofeld
to  empower black-owned businesses:
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(...i.e., Portugal)

Where UTEN fosters entrepreneurial culture with 3DS
events in universities across the nation. Photos below were
taken at 3DS at the University of Porto. Photos by L. Barbosa.

But beyond finding an existing local
success story—by focusing on the sandbox
model and by focusing on doing—the 3DS
team seeks to create new success stories.
And that model works. “The companies
that have emerged from our program have
raised about $18 million,” and the list of
active 3DS companies continues to grow.

In March the IC² Institute, in conjunction with the National Journal, held a town hall event, A New America: How Millennials Are Sparking
Change. Featured speakers at the event included Wendy Spencer, CEO, Corporation for National and Community Service; Bob Metcalfe,
IC2 Institute Fellow and Professor of Innovation and Murchison Fellow of Free Enterprise, The University of Texas at Austin (far left in photo
above); and Isaac Barchas, Director of Austin Technology Incubator. Photo courtesy of National Journal.

The IC² Institute hosted Tom Standage, digital editor
of The Economist, at an event on campus titled, The
Economist Comes to The University of Texas at Austin:
History of the World in 6 Drinks. Standage, a graduate of
Oxford University, examined the flow of human history
through the ages of beer, wine, spirits, coffee, tea, and
Coca-Cola. The overflow event was co-sponsored by
the School of Journalism and the McCombs School of
Business in March. Photo by C. Franke.

In Portugal
One nation where the 3DS program has
been conducted is Portugal, as part of the
IC² Institute’s UTEN program. Multiple 3DS
programs have been conducted in Lisbon,
Coimbra, and Porto. Student participants
consistently describe the experience as
providing a paradigm shift in their thinking:
they come to envision the world as one they
are empowered to change. It is extremely
popular, and as many as 125 applications
might be received for a 3DS workshop
designed for 40 participants.

Carla Ferreira, Instituto Superior de
Engenharia do Porto, said, “What I enjoyed
the most out of the workshop was the
learning-by-doing process combined with
the lean approach. In this workshop I’ve
learned how that approach works, and how
to apply it to my own startup. I also enjoyed
the mentors. The mentoring process was
very powerful and allowed us to learn
much faster.”
Cam Houser was impressed with all
participants. “Not only were the students
aware of the value of this opportunity, but
they also benefited from very motivated
and experienced mentors, who were
present throughout the day. This is the
most effective way of mentoring because
the relationship between the students and
the mentors carries on after the event. Small
economies like Portugal’s can generate
technology companies in order to enter the
global market. 3DS and similar programs
can help get the ball rolling.”
— M. Cotrofeld

UnPlugg, a 2012 3DS Company in Porto, was listed among “A Cool 10
Startups to Watch in Portugal” by VentureVillage (http://venturevillage.eu/).
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3DS: What Starts Here Changes The World
“...if you’ve got a good team, that’s a significantly better place to start than having a
good idea.”

Isaac Barchas addressed a panel session at SXSWedu
titled, The Liberal Arts Matter in a STEM World on
March 3 at the Austin Convention Center.

Initiated by students at The University of Texas at Austin in 2008,
3 Day Startup (3DS) is a non-profit entity with deep roots associated
with the Austin Technology Incubator. Three Day Startup is based on
the premise that the university environment is the perfect business
incubation environment. “Our view of the world is that there should
be companies just spilling out of schools,” explains Cam Houser. ”A
university has a lot in common with a business accelerator: it’s a bunch
of smart people, physically close together, with a high risk tolerance, at a
creatively fertile time of their lives. Most students don’t have mortgages
to pay and other constraints that might limit their options.”
Cam is CEO of 3 Day Startup. We meet at a coffee shop downtown for
a caffeinated discussion on what 3DS does and why. Cam wears blue
jeans and a cotton shirt, and emanates a confidence that is as casual
and comfortable as his clothing. He’s a fast talker and you realize very
quickly that you want to catch every word, because he’s giving you
undiluted truth about how to (really) move a company forward in a
very short time frame. Don’t make the mistake that this is hype. This is
not hype. It’s about making things happen.
3DS began at The University of Texas at Austin, with a bit of hands-on
help from the Austin Technology Incubator. “Isaac has been one of my
mentors. When we first began in 2008 we were passionate, excited UT
grad students without a track record or credibility. We got plugged in
with Bart Bohn, who was working with Isaac. They said, ‘You guys have
a crazy idea—but it’s a compelling idea and we’d be happy to give you
the space to do this.’  They also allowed us to say, ‘We’re doing this with
ATI,’ which gave us credibility we didn’t otherwise have.”  Since that first
experimental weekend, the 3DS crew has taken its idea a long way: to
28 countries on 5 continents.
“One of my favorite quotes is by Herb Kelleher: We have a strategic
plan. It’s called doing things. We feel like there’s a lot of reading-agreat-business-book-and-getting-excited, but then nothing happens.
We wanted to create an environment and a forum to do that [the
getting excited part], which included a strong programmatic curricular
component.”

Isaac Barchas received one of only two “Supervisor
of the Year” awards given by UT Austin in 2014. Photo
courtesy of President’s Office at The University of Texas at
Austin.

Cam Houser has worked with 3DS since its beginnings in 2008. Photo
by C. Franke.

biggest challenge. Finding a co-founder is a harder thing to do.... What
happens sometimes is that [a team that meets at 3DS] realizes that the
current idea doesn’t have legs, and so they’ll switch and try something
else later. The number one thing that investors care about is the team:
the team first and then the market. So if you’ve got a good team, that’s
“We believe that you can get more done in a shorter amount of time. a significantly better place to start than having a good idea.”
Our goal is to get 4 to 6 months of progress done in three days.” You
know that when he says progress, he means business. As you raise One advantage of the 3DS platform is that it can be “tuned” for different
your eyebrows at such an ambitious goal, he continues unfazed. “We outcomes in different cultures. While the United States has a culture
do this through a number of different ways. There’s a lot of pre-flight in which it is relatively safe to fail (or even advantageous if one fails
work where we’re giving students frameworks, tools, bootcamps, and spectacularly), many other cultures exhibit a deeply ingrained aversion
so forth—before they show up for the first day.” He then describes how to risk. “A lot of cultures think that to be an entrepreneur you need a
they bring students together with great mentors and great resources in wealthy uncle and a fancy degree. If you go to Harvard, of course you
a great space (with food and caffeine) and how that helps them “get can start a successful company—because someone from your culture
already did.” But this is not a success story that encourages the common
massive amounts of research done in a short amount of time. “
entrepreneur in a risk averse society. Cam explains that finding cultureIf that sounds good, it gets better yet when you view the long-term specific success stories can be key, “It doesn’t have to be an IKEA. It can
effects of a 3DS weekend—and it’s not always about that first project. just be that somebody released a product and is ‘doing that stuff.’ That’s
“Students think their great challenge is finding an idea. That’s not their a pretty shocking move in some cultures.”  

IC² institute UPDATE

Robert Peterson represented the IC² Institute as a
panelist for a session titled A Global Conversation on
Entrepreneurship Education, hosted by St. Edwards
University for SXSW, March 9. Photo by C. Franke.
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IC2 Institute Fellow and former University of Texas
Chancellor William A. Cunningham, signed copies
of his book, The Texas Way: Money, Power, Politics and
Ambition at the University at an Institute reception
celebrating its publication. Photo by M. Cotrofeld.
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Bureau of Business Research
Produces Three New Studies

BBR
Survey of

Texas Black-Owned Businesses

Survey of Texas Black-Owned Businesses
Survey of Texas Black-Owned Businesses by Bruce Kellison, John Sibley Butler, and
Matt Kerwick, examined US Census data and included a survey of more than 900
companies to explore:
• Business owner demographics
• Business characteristics
• Training needs

T h i s re p o r t w a s f u n d e d b y t h e P r e s i d e n t ’ s O f f i c e of t h e U n i v e r s i t y O f t e x a s
at a U s t i n • Fo r t h e t e x a s a s s O c i at i O n O f a f r i ca n -a m e r i ca n c h a m b e r s O f
c O m m e r c e ( ta a ac c ) • C o n d u c te d b y th e b U r e aU O f b U s i n e s s r e s e a rc h a t th e
ic 2 i n s t i t U t e of t h e U n i v e r s i t y O f t e x a s at a U s t i n • Un d e r th e s u p e r v i si o n of
d r . b rU c e K e l l i s O n , d r . J O h n s i b l e y b U t l e r , a n d d r . m at t K e rw i c K

• Ease in doing business with the government and the private sector

A New America
Researchers at the IC² Institute collaborated with The National Journal on a survey
of the entrepreneurial intentions of two broad demographic segments of the US
population: Millennials (born between 1982 and 1996) and Baby Boomer/Gen X'ers
(born between 1946 and 1980). The survey, conducted using a nationwide sample in
March 2014, analyzed differences between the two groups regarding their economic
outlook, perceptions of opportunity, and inclinations toward entrepreneurship.
Robert Peterson, Matt Kerwick, and Bruce Kellison headed up the Institute’s research
team. Additional press coverage of the millennials study included:
• National Journal, "Courting Millennials." Print edition, June 14, 2014.
• The Atlantic, “The Two Tactics in the Fight for Millennials” http://www.
theatlantic.com/education/archive/2014/06/student-debt-and-the-two-tacticsin-the-fight-for-millenials/372746/.

The Economic Impact of
Austin Technology Incubator Alumni Companies
on Travis County, 2003–2012
Prepared for The Austin Technology Incubator, January 2014
By the Bureau of Business Research, The University of Texas at Austin

ATI Impact Study
The Bureau of Business Research completed a study to examine the impact of the
Austin Technology Incubator. The Economic Impact of Austin Technology Incubator
Alumni Companies on Travis County, 2003–2012 presents results that were compiled
on companies that graduated from the incubator during the period 2003 to 2012.
Highlights include that these companies:
•

Generated $880 million in total economic benefits for the state

•

Created more than 6,500 jobs directly and indirectly

•

Produced more than $20 million in local tax revenue.

Download IC2 Institute publications at www.ic2.utexas.edu/publications/.
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Kazakhstan
Eric Azulay (center) shows his “hook ‘em horns” along with the Kazakhstan managers who engaged in technology transfer and commercialization
training. Photo by D. Dzwonczyk.

Erik Azulay: Providing Full-time Entrepreneurial
Support in Kazakhstan’s Technology
Commercialization Center
According to Erik Azulay, the wind never stops blowing in Astana,
Kazakhstan. It is a ready metaphor for this nation that is evolving quickly
as the business and scientific communities welcome winds of change.
The view from his office window in Astana, the capital, is one of a rapidly
changing skyline as new buildings continue to emerge.

February, GCG provided a week-long course in technology transfer
for representatives of the TCC and the project management unit that
oversees the TCC.
Six Kazakh managers worked intensely with GCG managers to practice
assessing and validating the market potential of Kazakh technologies.
They also attended workshops on technology licensing, valuation,
commercialization strategies, negotiations, and more. According to
Bakhytzhan Ibrayev, a business formation specialist, the manager
training was “excellent.”   He noted that a three-hour seminar was “as
high quality as any MBA program if not better. I really hope we will have
the opportunity to attend other seminars on different business topics
conducted by Mr. Azulay.”

Azulay is the IC² Institute’s representative to promote technology
commercialization in Kazakhstan on behalf of the Global
Commercialization Group—where with support from the World Bank,
the Kazakh government has organized its new national technology
commercialization center (TCC). CRDF-Global and the IC² Institute were
named to manage the TCC’s work to create start-ups, license Kazakh
technologies, and train managers. Azulay and his family have moved
to Kazakhstan to provide a full-time in-country presence to oversee this
effort that will extend through at least two years of the planned three- Azulay has also served as a judge at a competition among innovators, and
he is beginning to explore opportunities for 21 technologies selected
year program.
by the Kazakh government for funding and further development. His
Since moving to Kazakhstan last year, Azulay has been helping to role as “lead expert” for the program means that he works with highcreate change for government officials who are interested in moving level government officials, entrepreneurs, and scientists.
Kazakh technologies to the commercial sector as well as for aspiring
entrepreneurs who are eager to work in international businesses. In
—D. Dzwonczyk
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groups to address participants’ various needs. Each mentor works
with three or four participants in both individual and group settings.
Assistant Director Glenn Robinson observes, “Mentoring sessions give
us the chance to dialogue, and sometimes to challenge their way of
thinking. It‘s great to see the virtual light bulb go on when a concept
hits home. By presentation night, I was immensely proud of my team’s
performance.”
One goal of the Austin Part 2 component is to facilitate sharing and
learning among international participants, and a weekend occurs
mid-program to allow them to become more acquainted, work on
team projects, and experience the regional atmosphere of Central
Texas. Osvaldo Quiroz, international business development manager
for a university incubation program in Santiago, Chile, expressed
appreciation for the chance “to share with different cultures and work
on teams with people from different countries.” Osvaldo’s team hopes
to visit the offices of some of the other international participants in the
coming year.

{
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“The program is complex and well built.
Unlike other courses I’ve had, which
covered just pieces of the problems of tech
transfer, this joined issues together and
established a practical approach.”   
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Jan Alán, Masaryk University, Czech Republic

The CTW training program departs from the typical GCG training
model that provides targeted in-country training to improve economic
development across a region. GCG Director Sid Burback adds, “This was
an experiment for us, but an extremely successful one. The benefits of
participant diversity were worth the extra effort. We plan to tweak the
curriculum a bit and spend more time on the sessions that benefited
participants most. We won’t cut any mentoring time, because that is
On the final day in Austin, Chalonda Handy of Nationwide Children’s something all the participants needed and loved. We will continue to
Hospital noted, “We covered a lot of ground....The good thing is that [all pack as much value as possible into the program.”
the information we got] is available to us online. When we get [home],
— D. Dzwonczyk
being able to access all the content again—along with the context we
now have from our practice and discussions—is going to mean even Contact Debra Dzwonczyk, debra@ic2.utexas.edu, for more information,
more.... We’re all excited about that.”
or to enroll in the next Converting Technology to Wealth Program.

One purpose of the Austin component is to allow participants to interact and learn from one another, and to experience the regional atmosphere
of Central Texas. The 2013 group visited San Antonio during their mid-program weekend. Photo by D. Dzwonczyk.

CGIE Director Carlos Ross (back row) stands with the winning team (left to right) Alejandro Vázquez, Obeth Hernández, Jonathan Pinzón, Claudia
Segovia, and Alejandro Hinojosa. Photo by M. Ayala.

New

Venture

Championship

Maestría en Ciencias de Comercialización de la Ciencia y la Tecnología (MCCT)
March 21, 2014. Two entrepreneurs walk across the parking lot and, in
tandem, sling their jackets across one shoulder. Their look is crisp: black
suits set off white linen. Their game faces are “on.“

• Dynamic Accelerated Electrotherapy by the Compass Group (Jorge
Julio, Francisco Lozano, Jorge Marrufo, Karina Romero, Fernando
Salgado).

It is venture competition day for the MCCT cohort from Mexico. And
while they looked razor sharp in the parking lot, their faces soften as
they enter the classroom. While a few students stare intently at their
computers, intensely focused, the sounds that spill out across the room
from different directions are those of easy conversation, jokes, and soft
laughter. A sense of widespread camaraderie reigns as you realize that
these relaxed conversations are happening not merely within, but
across, team groups. The longer you linger the more you see signs of
friendship superseding competition. The fact that one team will win
over the others is only a bonus. Yes, they all want to win. But they
also know that if they don’t, then their friends will—a guarantee that
is intrinsic to the construct. It’s a good way to compete, and the day
unwinds. The teams present their technologies:

The judges—Marco Bravo (IC² Institute Project Director), Peter Cleaves
(Investor), Jim Cox (Investor), Arely Fontecha (Austin Ambassador
for Ellas), Luis Medina (TechBA Austin Director), and Greg Pogue (IC²
Institute Deputy Director)—provide riveted attention and insightful
queries. Their decision is announced at a celebratory reception that
evening.

The winning team is Argo/REAN Soluciones Sustenables team for its
presentation of Yubarta—a hydrocarbon biodegradation system that
utilizes a patent-pending floating wave-driven device that absorbs and
degrades hydrocarbons on the surface of the water. In contrast to oilsorbent materials commonly used today, the product simultaneously
degrades the compounds through biological processes into a nonharmful organic residue, providing a positive alternative to current
• Simplifying Math for You, SMFY™ by Atomic Ant (Francisco Banda, methods for cleaning oil spills at sea.
Addaí Guerrero, Margarita Guajardo, Oscar Martínez, Mario Moreno)
• Transformer Insulation Monitoring System by Aztech/Arteche (Raúl The annual New Venture Championship, traditionally held at the IC²
Institute, with a week of classes, is part of the MCCT degree program
Barbosa, Nayeli Hernández, Carlos Maroto, Paula Sostres)
sponsored by the Center for Research in Advanced Materials (CIMAV)
• Tribolspin by Jess/Frisa (Eduardo Hernández, Salvador Hernández, and presented at the Center for Global Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Susana Mercado, José Quiñonez, José Quiroga, Socorro Sáenz)
(CGIE) in Monterrey, Mexico. The MCCT degree is based on the MSTC degree
• Yubarta by Argo/Rean Soluciones Sustenables (Obeth Hernández, developed by the IC² Institute, now available at the McCombs School of
Alejandro Hinojosa, José Mendieta, Jonathan Pinzón, Claudia Business.
Segovia, Alejandro Vázquez)
— M. Cotrofeld
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Dave Resende presents his research to (clockwise) Greg Pogue, Silvia Gaia, Robert Peterson, Elsie Echeverri-Carroll, Bruce Kellison, James Jarrett,
and David Gibson. Photo by M. Cotrofeld.

Visiting Scholars: Collaborative Research on University-Based Technology Transfer
International Visiting Scholars come from abroad to experience the IC²
Institute’s unique “think and do” research culture. For one month to two
years, these scholars observe Austin’s regional atmosphere while they
work with Institute staff members and meet other IC² Institute Visiting
Scholars with similar research interests.
To provide an enhanced platform for thought exchange, Visiting
Scholars present their ongoing research in weekly seminars for
discussion with Institute staff researchers. These meetings have
resulted in a rich collaboration among three current scholars whose
work focuses on university-based technology transfer.  
David Resende, Associate Professor at the University of Aveiro (Portugal)
has coordinated a collaborative effort to develop the manuscript titled,
“Framework for a Multidimensional Three-stage Data Envelopment
Analysis (DEA) of Technology Transfer Offices (TTOs).”   Coauthors
include visiting scholars Xiawen Yu (China) and Silvia Gaia (Brazil), and
IC2 Institute Associate Director David Gibson.

for a quantitative assessment of university TTOs in the United States;
and to analyze TTO data in Portugal and Brazil.
Silvia Gaia, Head of the Education Department at Universidade
Tecnológica Federal do Paraná, Brazil is using an “Octagon” survey and
analysis to compile a qualitative profile of TTO innovation effectiveness
in Brazil. Resende, Yu, and Gaia hope to eventually bring their research
in parallel to provide a comprehensive review of TTOs that draws on
data from the United States, Portugal, Brazil, and China. Gaia explains,
“Evaluating technology transfer offices´ performance can be a
difficult task, and evaluating them in different contexts is particularly
intriguing. We are deepening our understanding of the whole process
of technology transfer, combining the experience of IC² Institute
personnel with our research, to propose both a quantitative (DEA) and
qualitative (Octagon) approach. “

Associate Director Sid Burback (right) congratulates Lee Kwang Heon on completing the CTW course. Photo by D. Dzwonczyk.

Part 1: Completing the GCG online course,   “Innovation Readiness,”
comprised of ten educational modules in IP protection, market
validation, assessing the competition, and pitching an innovation. GCG
mentors provide feedback on assignments.
Part 2: Traveling to Austin to interact with mentors and peers in eight
days of intensive hands-on training.
Part 3: Receiving ongoing GCG mentor support as participants
implement technology commercialization techniques in their home
work environments.

IC² Historical Note: Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) was developed by IC² Institute Fellow W. W. Cooper with his University of
Texas colleague Abe Charnes. Their work was nominated for a Nobel Prize. Another IC² Institute Fellow, Sten Thore, worked closely
with these scholars and has coauthored a book currently in press, Diagnostics for a Globalized World, with Ruzanna Tarverdyan; the
manuscript applies DEA to rank the effectiveness of nations to implement policy in terms of decent work, globalization, and more.
The book also provides a biographical section of Cooper and Charnes in the early years of the IC² Institute, as well as Nobel prize
winners Jan Tinbergen and Ilya Prigogine.

A NEW ANNUAL PROGRAM FOR ASPIRING TECHNOLOGY Practicality is the essence of the program. Participants bring a
TRANSFER PROFESSIONALS FROM AROUND THE WORLD technology project from their home institution to the program, so that
their learning efforts are applied directly toward commercializing that
GCG Program Concludes Amid Praise
technology—as mentors guide them toward meaningful international
deals. In his mentor role, GCG Program Manager Jim Vance emphasizes
Last fall, the Institute’s Global Commercialization Group presented a that technology descriptions and pitches need to be compelling,
new educational model for technology commercialization to fourteen concise, and clear. “If you don’t get it right the first time you approach a
professionals from Chile, the Czech Republic, South Korea, Sweden, and potential partner, customer, or licensee, you aren’t likely to get another
the United States. Jan Alán with Masaryk University gave high praise, shot. Even experienced professionals can benefit from coaching.”
saying, “The program is complex and well built. Unlike other courses,
which cover just pieces of the problems of tech transfer, this joined Mentor support is key across all three program parts and provides strong
continuity for participants as they fine-tune technology descriptions,
issues together and established a practical approach.”
validate strategies and markets, create compelling presentations, and
Assistant Director Debra Dzwonczyk designed the Converting receive critical feedback from an expert review board. They undergo
Technology to Wealth (CTW) Program based on more than 37 training in commercialization strategies, processes, and models—and
years of IC² Institute research, as well as nearly a decade of Global learn by doing as they conduct primary and secondary source research
Commercialization Group (GCG) experience in training technology for market validation, intellectual property searches and protection,
commercialization experts in 20 countries. Director Robert Peterson negotiations for tech transfer, technology valuation, licensing, venture
notes, “As the IC² Institute becomes increasingly global, it takes on the finance, and technology transfer office resources and operations.
role of an international innovation hub to bring together companies and
institutions from around the world. These international collaborators GCG mentors are experienced business development managers who
and visitors are sources for new insight and learning for our researchers.” have helped commercialize technologies in multiple countries. Mentor
sessions are critical and frequent. Small classes break into even smaller
CTW provides a three-part training program:
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Resende says, “The Institute is a catalyst that has enabled rich discussion
that has facilitated the creation of our model in a much more effective
way.”  The paper presents a framework of 21 indicators to measure TTO
efficiency at three stages of TTO operational processes—the disclosure
phase, the value-add phase, and the license phase. (See Figure 1 on
following page.)

»

Resende and the IC² Institute research team plan to follow this
framework to implement a Data Envelopment Analysis of AUTM data

Data Envelopment Analysis provides a strong mathematical component
to the research, as contributed by Xiawen (Wenny) Yu. During her
Visiting Scholar stay, she has worked extensively with IC² Institute
Fellow Pat Brockett. “He is a DEA expert and I have learned a lot. We
often discuss a mathematical model, or a new application of DEA. His
ideas expand my scope, and his comments improve my research.”
Associate Director David Gibson says, “The Institute’s ‘think and do’  
culture (research to application) has been critical to the theoretical
and ‘real world’ engagement of our programs and activities since the
founding of the Institute.”
— M. Cotrofeld

Figure 1. Framework for Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) of Technology Transfer Office Activities
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Architecture Meets Fashion Design with 3D Printing
Francisca Aroso is a Lecturer in the School of Architecture at The
University of Texas at Austin, and a Visiting Scholar at the IC² Institute.
Aroso is a PhD candidate in Architecture Association School of
Architecture in London, within EmTech (Emergent Technologies and
Design), and is expected to graduate in 2014. A registered architect in
Portugal and a graduate of ESAP (Porto), she holds a masters degree
in Advanced Architecture from IaaC+UPC (Barcelona). She has worked
for architecture firms in Portugal and Spain. From September 2008 to
July 2009 she was a teaching assistant for Digital Fabrication Classes,
Parametric Design Seminar, Digital Tectonics Studio. In addition she
worked on the FabLab BCN at IaaC, and was part of the curatorial team
for the Full Print3d Exhibition at the DHUB Barcelona. She is interested
in exploring the conceptual and material opportunities that emerge
from the use of digital design and fabrication technologies for the
production of architecture.
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Each year the Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce (GACC) picks the best and brightest local startups for
its Austin A-List. This year, one third of the companies on the A-List have ATI DNA. ATI alumni companies
Set.fm and Datical made this year’s list, as well as former ATI director Bart Bohn’s company Embrace. Spot-On
Sciences, another A-lister, has been working with Lydia McClure as one of our UT Development Program startups.
Read up on all of the winners: http://www.siliconhillsnews.com/2014/05/08/austin-chamber-names-12-startups-to-its-

austin-a-list-for-2014/.

—R. Field
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since the cost to produce multiple different objects is the same as
producing the same object multiple times, thereby allowing users
to become an integral part of the creative process according to their
specific wants and needs. This is a revolution in which change requires
adaptation.
In May 2014, Aroso gave a presentation, “BioFab: Fabricating Nature”
at the International Conference of Innovative Cities in Curitiba, Brazil.
http://www.noticiasmagazine.pt/2014/moda-esquecam-o-tear-chegou-aimpressora/.

— C. Franke
Francisca Aroso has spent her time at the Institute working on her
dissertation, “Fabrication-based design of responsive transitional
spaces.” Photo from Notícias by P. Correia.

Aroso was recently featured in Notícias magazine, in an article by Barbara
Cross, about how the 3D printing revolution now extends into the
design and manufacturing process. Commonly known as 3D printing,
additive manufacturing has triggered a revolution in manufacturing
processes. The additive processes differ from other techniques mostly
due to the freedom of performing complex geometries that in many
cases would not be possible to attain through other processes. The use
of three-dimensional printing was first used for digital prototyping but
is currently referred to as an enabler technology for mass customization

»

IC² Historical Note: 3D printing was originated by an early ATI company. Desk Top Manufacturing Corporation (DTM Corp). It emerged
from the research of a graduate student in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at The University of Texas at Austin, to become
the second ATI member company. For more information, see the Texas Business Review archives, October 1992, “The Commercialization
of New Technologies: The Case of the DTM Corp,” by D. Gibson and P. McClure. Search for the title at www.thefreelibrary.com.
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Professor João de Melo describes the
TroiaResort project. When he initiated
the project, this portion of Portugal’s
Atlantic coastline was financially
failing as a 70,000-bed mass tourism
model from the 1970s. The TroiaResort
project transformed it into a robust,
financially stable 15,000-bed resort
area with year round activities based
on exploring the natural environment,
and local culture. Top photo courtesy of
PortugalTravelAdvisor.com. Photo below
by M. Cotrofeld.

Bureau of Business Research Conducts Impact Assessment Report

ATI Companies Generate Thousands of Jobs and
Millions in Economic Impact
The Austin Technology Incubator (ATI) and the companies it has nurtured
over the past decade have generated 6,520 jobs and produced $880 million
in economic benefit for Texas, according to a new study of the business
incubator’s success completed by the Bureau of Business Research. “ATI
companies have generated significant economic benefits for the state of
Texas, and specifically for Travis County and the City of Austin,” concludes
the report, which was published by the Bureau of Business Research and
drawn from an analysis by researchers at the University of Colorado at
Boulder.

• Generated $880 million in total economic benefits for the state
• Created more than 6,500 jobs directly and indirectly
• Produced more than $20 million in local tax revenue.
The report also offers seven case studies of companies that graduated
from ATI before 2003 and highlights their successes and economic
contributions.
Multiple companies from that era went on to receive significant venture
capital funding, become publicly traded, or be acquired by other firms.
Many of the companies’   founders went on to establish other startups or
take on leadership positions in major corporations, and then return to ATI
to mentor other startups.

“In addition to educating great students and conducting top-tier
research, UT Austin has fueled the high-tech industry by nurturing startup
companies. ATI has been at the heart of that,” said university President Bill
Powers. “Director Isaac Barchas and his team at ATI have been integral
to tapping into Austin’s entrepreneurial spirit and making our city a “By any economic metric, ATI’s effect on the Austin technology ecosystem
technology capital.”
has been profound,” said Jim Jarrett, the Bureau of Business Research’s lead
researcher
on the report. “But perhaps most important, as the report’s case
The report looks at the impact of the 39 startups that graduated from ATI
studies
show,
ATI has nurtured deep changes in the economic culture of
between 2002 and 2013, including 30 companies that provided financial
the
region
that
will last far into the future.”
information to the authors and nine whose contributions were estimated

Sabbatical
Brings New
Perspectives

by BBR researchers. The report found that these firms:

—B. Kellison

ATI staff members “making it happen”: Rachel Jordan, Danielle Fontaine, Robyn Murphy, Bertha Castro, and Shannon Lundquist. Photo by B. Hurdle.

In April, Professor João de Melo was interviewed as he prepared
to depart Austin after a two-month stay as a visiting scholar at The
University of Texas at Austin, working with Brian Korgel in the Emerging
Technologies vertical of the CoLab Program.

energy is the best tool to simultaneously secure the supply of
energy and reduce the GEE emissions” and estimates potential
savings in the order of 23%, with the added benefit of an important
market that could create new jobs and increase competitiveness.1

De Melo holds a PhD in Environmental Engineering from Universidade
Nova de Lisboa in Portugal and currently teaches there. His areas of
interest and applied research are in ecodesign, energy policy, impact
assessment, energy efficiency, and sustainability and development
policy. He is the author of 200 papers in peer-reviewed journals, coauthor of several national and international conference proceedings
published as books, the author of What is Ecology (1993), and the
founder of GEOTA, a Portuguese national environmental NGO.

Further, de Melo gives an assignment to everyone he meets: do an
energy audit in their own home to expose people to the principle that
we can all cut energy consumption by 5-10%. By purchasing a cheap
current cutter (a multiple outlet extension cord with an off button) one
can easily turn off the electricity consumed by the TV, stereo, personal
computer, printer, cell phone charger, and all the other devices that
passively consume electricity in the home while not in use.

De Melo met most of his goals and expectations for his sabbatical at
UT. One of his best experiences was an unexpected opportunity to
participate in a spring break service project with the US Forestry Service
at the Grand Canyon. He likes the Mark Twain quote posted on the wall
at UT’s Rec Sports Center: Don’t let school interfere with your education,
and he always likes to take advantage of opportunities to work with
students in the field. While at UT, de Melo said he learned many things.
The central message de Melo likes to convey is that saving energy is the “Not new things, but new ways of looking at things.”
cheapest way forward.
— C. Franke
The European Commission (EC, 2007) estimates that one fifth of
1
energy consumption in the European Union is due to inefficiency.
MSKE 2011 – Int. Conf. Managing Services in the Knowledge Economy,
The Green Paper on energy efficiency (EC, 2005) states that “saving
Famalicão, Portugal, 13-15 July 2011.

De Melo decided to do his sabbatical in Austin because he wanted
to experience what was being done outside of Europe with energy
conservation, and there was a cooperative agreement between the two
universities already in place. Also, many of his friends had mentioned
that Austin was an interesting place to explore.

Don’t let school interfere with your education (Mark Twain)
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Visiting Scholars:  Summer 2014
development based on a three-way
partnership among local government,
business, and academia. I think that ATI has
shown that the model works. I am personally
extremely proud of what we have done.”
Laura J. Kilcrease
Civic Entrepreneurship Award

Provost Gregory Fenves (above) and Vice President for Research Juan Sanchez (below)
addressed the ATI celebration. Photos by B. Hurdle.

The Laura J. Kilcrease Civic Entrepreneurship
Award was presented to Manoj Saxena—a
veteran entrepreneur who founded, scaled,
and sold two successful venture-backed
software companies: Exterprise, acquired by
Commerce One in 2001, and Webify, acquired
by IBM in 2006. Both were ATI portfolio
companies. Since joining IBM as the General
Manager, Watson Solutions, IBM Software
Group, Saxena has remained a valuable part
of the ATI network as a mentor and advisor,
continuing to devote his time and energy to
helping the next generation of Austin-based
technology companies.
John S. Butler
Distinguished Alumni Award
Presented this year for the first time, the
John S. Butler Distinguished Alumni Award
recognizes former UT student associates of
ATI who have gone on to have an exemplary
impact through entrepreneurship, academia,
and community service. Michael E. Webber
was named as the award’s first recipient.
Webber, a Longhorn from the start, graduated
from UT with a double major in Aerospace
Engineering and Plan II Liberal Arts, and
served as drum major of the Longhorn
marching band. He earned his MS and PhD in
Mechanical Engineering from Stanford, where
he was also a National Science Foundation
Fellow from 1995 to 1998. He returned to UT
in 2006, and now serves as Deputy Director
of the Energy Institute and Associate Director
of the Center for International Energy and
Environmental Policy in the Jackson School of
Geosciences.

Francisca Arosa, Lecturer in the School of Architecture at The University of Texas at Austin, is a PhD candidate
in Architecture Association School of Architecture in London. She is a registered architect in Portugal, a
graduate of ESAP (Porto). Aroso has spent her time at the Institute working on her dissertation, “Fabricationbased design of responsive transitional spaces.”

Oğuz Demir, Professor in economics at Istanbul Commerce University, is interested in the power of creativity
and technology to drive regional economic development. In particular, Professor Demir will build an
entrepreneurial competitiveness composite indicator that accounts for educational systems, labor market
infrastructure, and technology orientation in developed and developing countries.

Silvia Gaia, Fulbright Scholar and Head of the Education Department at Universidade Tecnológica Federal do
Paraná, is at the epicenter of Brazil’s efforts to reshape the role of higher education through Brazil’s national
innovation strategy. Brazil’s Technological Innovation Centers, based at public universities, need to accelerate
technology transfer to the private sector. Her research will survey existing tech transfer models in comparative
contexts and identify optimal approaches for use in Brazil, one of the fastest growing economies in the world.

Joo Young Song was a Lecturer in the Department of Media, Information, and Society at Poi CHai University,
Korea, before coming to the Institute. Her research centers around visual image framing in news reporting.
She is anticipating scholarly collaboration with UT faculty in other departments across the University during
her stay in Austin, including work with faculty in the Moody College of Communication.

David Resende, Associate Professor in the School of Technology and Management at the University of Aveiro
in Portugal, is spending the entire academic year at the Institute working on various projects related to the
role and functions of technology transfer offices in an open innovation paradigm. In particular, he is interested
in practical public policies that facilitate regional technology transfer.

Xiaowen Yu, PhD candidate in the Guanghua School of Management at Peking University, is focusing her
dissertation on climate change and rapid economic growth in China using efficiency analysis and “green”
productivity accounting. She is particularly interested in low-carbon efficiency and embodied CO2 levels
in international trade, and is working with the Institute Fellow Pat Brockett (McCombs) exploring Data
Envelopment Analysis (DEA) as a research tool.

– L. Beck
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International Groups Continue to Seek Out the
IC² Institute Model
Visiting Delegations since October 2013 include:
Alamo Colleges, San Antonio
Argentine Consultate, Buenos Aires
Berlin Delegation
Brazilian Delegation
Casa Brazil/Apex Brasil
Colombian Delegation, Bogotá
Consulate General of Canada
Defence Research & Dev’t Organisation (DRDO) Delhi, India
Ecuadorian Delegation
Enterprise Ireland
Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia
French Consulate, Houston, Scientific Attaché
French Embassy
Hackney House, London
Honda™, Japan
Italian Chamber of Commerce
Japanese Delegation
Japan Industrial Location Center, Tokyo
KATECH, South Korea
Kazakh Delegation, Astana
KAIST, South Korea
Korean Delegation, Daejon

Korean Delegation, Jeonbuk
Kyung Hee University, Seoul
Málaga Delegation, Spain
Ministry of Economy, Slovakia
NATO Parliamentary Assembly Subcommitee on Transatlantic
Economic Relationship with Austin
Norwegian Delegation, Oslo
Osaka University, Japan
Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT)
Shibaura Institute of Technology, Japan
Shreveport-Bossier Economic Development Tour
Slovak Business Agency
StemDev Leadership Team, Medellin, Colombia
Swedish Delegation
US Army South Command
Unicamp Brasil
Universidad de Concepción, Chile
University of Porto
US Department of State, Ankara, Turkey
US Department of State, Global Entrepreneurship Program
US Embassy Lisbon
UT Brownsville
UT Pan American

Leadership of the Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT), collaborative partner in the UTEN and CoLab programs at The
University of Texas at Austin, visited Austin in June. From left to right are Emir Sirage, Robert A. Peterson, Miguel Seabra, Juan Sanchez, Pedro
Carneiro, Marco Bravo, and Fernando Santana. Photo by C. Franke.

Austin Technology Incubator Director Isaac Barchas addresses the 25-Year Anniversary and Graduation celebration. Photo by B. Hurdle.

Celebrates 25 Years
Graduates 25 Companies
Class of 2014 Has Already Raised Over $60 Million
To celebrate 25 years of success, the Austin Technology Incubator hosted
a graduation event for 25 companies on January 29. Founded in 1989
by George Kozmetsky, ATI was first led by Laura Kilcrease. Since then, ATI
has graduated some 150 companies that have had a long track record of
success. More than 40 of the Incubator’s alumni have exited through an
M&A or IPO and an additional 55 companies continue to operate today.
In the past 10 years alone, ATI alumni have created over 6,500 jobs and
have had a nearly $1 billion impact on the Central Texas economy. ATI’s
most recent graduating class, the Class of 2014, has already raised over
$60 million in outside capital and is poised to continue to advance the
vision of Georgy Kozmetsky and Laura Kilcrease.

startups compete in capital markets. The Incubator has operated since
1989 with a dual mission: to create jobs and wealth in Central Texas
through technology entrepreneurship, and provide distinctive teaching
and research opportunities for the UT Austin community.
Director since 2006, Isaac Barchas hosted the January event. “We are
proud to bring together the ATI community to recognize 25 great
companies graduating, as well as take a moment to celebrate 25 years
of the Incubator. I am so honored to be involved with this organization,
and the companies that spend time with us, as well as the network of
advisors, investors, business partners, and UT student associates who
give tirelessly to the Incubator and its portfolio companies. We are
dedicated to continuously delivering on ATI’s vision.”

In addition to speaking in the ceremony, Vice President for Research
Juan Sanchez was featured in the ATI anniversary video. “The Austin
Technology Incubator has been a key element in the development
of entrepreneurship at The University of Texas at Austin. I would also
say that it was one of the greatest legacies that Dr. Kozmetsky left
ATI works with seed- and pre-seed-stage companies to help prepare us. It has been operating for 25 years now, based on something that
them for commercial success, with a particular focus on helping Dr. Kozmetsky believed in strongly: an effective model for economic
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The UPDATE showcases only a
few highlights of our activities.
For more information about
the programs, activities, and
history of the IC² Institute, see
our web site, www.ic2.utexas.edu.
The UPDATE is the newsletter of the IC²
Institute, an interdisciplinary research
unit at The University of Texas at Austin,
which works to increase quality of
human life through new technology
applications, entrepreneurial growth,
and regional economic acceleration. The
Austin Technology Incubator, the Bureau
of Business Research, and the Global
Commercialization Group are programs
of the IC² Institute.
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Converting Technology to Wealth
Eric Azulay: Full-time in Kazakhstan
3DS: What Starts Here Changes the World
BIZ.pt: Evaluating Opportunity & Market Fit

In April a delegation of 14 Brazilian academicians, researchers, entrepreneurs, and business and organizational leaders visited the IC² Institute with
the goal of building innovation ecosystems for technology commercialization throughout Brazil. They presented Project Director Marco Bravo
with the Brazilian flag. Photo by M. Cotrofeld.

IC² Institute: Attaining a National Presence in Korea
The IC² Institute at Work in Colombia

Federal Projects
BBR Report: Survey of Texas Black-Owned Businesses

MCCT New Venture Championship
Visiting Scholars: Collaborative Research
Architecture Meets Fashion Design with 3D Printing
Sabbatical Brings New Perspective
Int’l Groups Continue to Seek Out the IC² Institute Model

While in Austin for SXSW Interactive, a delegation from Oslo, Norway,
visited the IC² Institute to expand their network. Photo by C. Franke.

Nancy Cromar, Pro Vice-Chancellor for Flinders University in Adelaide,
Australia; with Deputy Director Greg Pogue. Photo by J. Momberger.
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IC2 Institute Fellows: SAVE THE DATE
2015 FELLOWS MEETING APRIL 23 - 25
Additional details TBA
Society for Economic Measurement Inaugural Conference, Chicago, IL
Charles M. Harper Center, University of Chicago’s Booth School of Business
Phase 1: Converting Technology to Wealth, Online
The second cohort of IC2 Institute’s unique technology transfer training program begins
with online education and mentoring. Individuals begin on their own schedule no later
than September 15.
Int’l Conference on Technology Policy & Innovation, Brno, Czech Republic
The 14th ICTPI theme is Building Sustainable R&D Centers in Emerging Technology Regions,
http://ictpi.ctt.muni.cz/. The IC² Institute has been the lead organizer of ICTPI since 1997.
Phase 2: Converting Technology to Wealth, Austin, TX
The second cohort of IC2 Institute’s unique technology transfer training program will meet
in Austin for intensive hands-on training.

SPRING/SUMMER 2014
www.ic2.utexas.edu
2815 San Gabriel St.
Austin, Texas  78705
512.475.8900
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Innovation, Creativity & Capital

at

—Par Johansson
LUT Sweden
CTW Course Participant

Based on more than 37 years of technology commercialization research
and experience around the globe...
This new course from the Global Commercialization Group begins with online training and mentoring in September, and incorporates an intensive
group on-site training experience in Austin (October 21-30), followed by individualized mentoring (November). It provides technology transfer
specialists, incubator managers, scientists, and researchers with practical skills and methodologies to commercialize R&D within their regional
environment.
The highly interactive program combines training from experts with practical exercises and individualized coaching. Professionals in technology
assessment, technology commercialization, licensing, international business development, and management of technology transfer processes
present the latest tested and proven methodologies in converting technology to wealth. Working with real technologies from their home
institutions, participants engage in market research, market validation, and targeted presentations.
Register by August 31, 2014. Registration: $6,900 per person. Early Bird registration: $5,900 per person. To receive early-bird discount, payment
must be received at UT Austin by August 31, with the application and registration process started earlier. Phase 1 begins with individual online
education after payment is received, but not later than September 15. Registration includes hotel and most meals for Phase 2 training in Austin.
Contact Debra Dzwonczyk: debra@ic2.utexas.edu.

Enroll today and begin Phase 1 online training.
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to continuously
delivering on
ATI’s vision.”  
– Isaac Barchas
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“The things you
are doing in
Austin could be
implemented in
so many places in
Europe.”

A unique new program, Converting Technology to Wealth, is now available for enrollment by
individuals from around the world who have an interest in technology transfer.

“We are dedicated
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